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that ‘the terms of communion and of 3 |
hm HALLE.
fradol gn {was made:to, the constant change taking” in thts ‘work’; for 10 virt can rise higher
membership are identical simply becduse
Ly
Bi
!
HALLE,
smutty,
180. | Place, among, people
in | manufacturing thau ‘86% the church of Jesus Christ:
Publisher, to whom all
on business,
remitthe Lord's Supper is an ordinance observtances of
of money &c., should be addres
, At
vis something for av Englishmap tobe; plades ;, also to. the desire that ; some’
Rev:!'A.'T. Hilman, of Maine, followed
Dover, N.
hi communications designed for byterian church,simply because they have
ed by churches as such, and there'is no | able to get into the sutishine for’ his holi- { preachers have for, large, salaries, so that in wi
an’
A ‘on the ** Relation of Christ
be addressed to Editor THE
ublication gr
‘been told that the ¢* rule of our church Scriptural example, precept or allusion day.. The very warmth sud glory:and.
1% ORNING STAR.
they. are, willing to leave their: churches’ 1'to'the Wine Question.” The speaker inforbids it.”
.
to the ordinance except in such connec82.00
ear, if
paid strict
in adndor of sunshine act as a ‘temicy
|mastorless, while. they seek new and. more ‘quired, “Did Christ use wine?” It was
y days,| Some
of the close communion argu- tions as show or necessarily imply ‘that nerves ‘‘ run. down” amid the clouds:
| dnerative fields. An earnest appeal was ‘admitted that he did. Some attemptto de50 if
‘ments which the last hslfscore years have both baptism“and the sacred supper are rains of the British Isles: Day. by day, made for a
crated, minisiry,;, and the fend his conductby sanctioning their own in
brought forward in such abundance from church ordinances.” An open communion here in Halle, the sky is blue and the sun's
of ministers extending their use- ‘the free use of intoxicants now. But let us
| press and pulpit, furnish amusement at inquirer injmediately called attention to rayg are bright and effulgent, and morning fulness hy. looking - after | surrounding not forget that a great difference existed
least, as we'see how they have been de- the baptism of the eunuch, of Lydia and and evening lie in golden glory upon the weak churches was suggested.
CONTENTS.
in'thé wines of the Bible. Unfermented
- | molished by other close communion writ- her household, and of the Philippian jail- : 5; and “just to exist is to experience a AL
wine
is now in existence in Palestine, and
11
o'clock,
Rew.
J.
A,
Lowell,
of
N.’
:
ure which from every letter tha I re-’|
poetry.) Sel.
;
ers. For example, one of the arguments er, not to speak of the baptism of Paul
ih gave an address.on the ‘‘ Essentials surely was in the days of our Lord.
Ars ments for Close ‘Come. union.
De.
.
.
i 287 that stocked Baptist journals balf a dozen
ve from England I’ “judge to be someTheodore M. Ba
himself; also to the observance of the
toa 8
At'the close of Mr. Hilman's address, a
ful Pastorate.” . My. Lowell
:
President
D. D.
2657
357,260 years ago was founded on the assertion Lord's Supper by the disciples ““ at home,” what rare and transient at home. The At- | advis
A,
Pare inf Fromes Goel
a
his
brethren
to,
learn,
from
the
discussion
ensued’ on the present claims
236
ur
Silas
Wok
The
aCanprry,
Hal
of
of
Keylew
that all the old Confessions of Faith, B6th Acts 2: 46, and asked whether there were '1antic storms still sweep up from ihe a
the past. He stated, that the ‘of temperance ; and it was made evident
a NS.
258
vm
.
v
of the English and American Baptists, illustrations of the ordinances being obun SUNDAY “sexioon.
yi
:
h often asgure suc- ‘tht Whilé as 4 people’ we have mn the"
CTIONS.
.
a
taught close communion.
—
Africa
—
Drs. Catheart,
Schismatics
servedby ‘ churches as such ;” but the |%; g sky, and unless a change eds ‘place. cess ig other pumas au lines of life are past placed ourselves on the right track
*
FOITORIAL: ~ Church
Notes,
Backland, and others, filled columns of Watchman discreetly declined to publish J
NGM.
L:—Shall the Next Kewitlance
§
, the summer of 1882 will add an- not to be overlooked by the minister of’ ‘uben this question, ‘and dre found there
D
Fail?
a he -£. N. Porn
$1
the Eraminer and Nalional Baplist to the inquiry, and has been dumb as a | otter to-the long series of ‘wet summers Jesus Christ, There must be care, di- to-day, it is plainly our present duty to
So ont hath Need .Kt : 261 prove this proposition, and their editors «oyster ever since upon the subject. This
Fim
thet have spoilt the English harvests. rectness, emergy. Take care of your ‘¢“go forward !”
yh Mes.
anise. ~The O SKS e
exultingly boasted of their success. is another of the ** untenable arguments.” ‘Happily for me, only the north coast of issith, There must be careful preparaIn the evening came a musical treat, in
Wh
rtd
er
Book T
.
02
Open communion writers soon showed
. This argument, by the way, which is Germany suffers from these storms, and
.If the mill. grinds well, the pond the shape of a first class concert. It
Old Testament Women. Xt. Fred Myron Colby.
x
MISCELLANY,
.
.
.
.
that their brethren were in error, but getting to ‘be the most common among ‘here in Halle if one ‘comes it lasts but a hon, be full. Read much, and read wise- brought together persons from all along
Obituaries.
263
264
News
their rejoinders were met with ridicule recent close communion apologists, name- short time and the blue sky and sunshine ly. He that would have success in the the Beach. Old Orchard was well repre0
Edueational.
San
by the Baptist press. At length, Dr. ly, that the Supper is a church ordinance, 800M reappear.
Christian ministry must work for it and sented,and a special train was run for the
The arkets.
264
Already Tn your columas, three years expect it, and God will not hold it from accomodation of parties returning there.
Whitsitt, a close communion Baptist pro- and can only be observed by *¢ churches
fessor in a close commuuion Baptist Theo- as such,” has necessitated a change in the ago, some account of the University of him.
FORGET US NOT.
When we think of what Ocean Park was
“Forget not, Lord, the boisdimen Thou hast freed.”
logical Seminary, investigated the. sub- practice of the Baptists in the last few Halle and its professors has been given.
In the ‘evening, Rev. C. S. Perkins, of more than fifteen months ago—an unThere is but little that is new to &dd. The
Hear’stE100 not,
1
Lord, the bleatings on the ject, and had the fairnessto publish the -yéars. Not long ago, it was the custom
Boston, Spoke on * Being filled with broken waste of sagdyand forest, and con—
id
same professors discourse on the same
of Baptists at their annual associational
the Spirit,” ‘basing his remarks on Eph. sider the assembly of Tuesday evening,
Night 8shadows gather; dew and wind are result of his researches, conclusively
maltifarious themes all through the liveproving that the English Confession of gatherings, among other acts of worship,
5: 18, -*‘ Be not drunk with wine; but be,}in one of the finest summer temples which
long day. - But few changes of importance
Sheep ory pasture, now we seek Thy fold.
1689, and the Philadelphia Confession by to unite in the observance of the Lord's
The speaker said any people have,it seemed as if the prophty us, relieve us:
have occurred.
Perhaps Beyschlag has filled with the Spirit.”
For. heavy sorrows grieve us;
which it is known in this couftry, were Supper. I have copies of the minutes
that
the
Ephesian
converts
curried the old _ecy had hewe, in part at least, been fulmoved a little further from orthodoxy, and
Sharp thorns and briars fret us,
open
communion
in their teaching. 1 f the Boston Baptist Association in which along with Gottingen professors relegates practice of wine drinking along with them filled: ¢“ The wilderness shall blossom
And bowling
beasts beset us:
The stonesof stumbling vex us,
Thereupon, - the Examiner turns round
find accounts of these union commun- & few more points of doctrine to the realm into the new religious life. Wine drink- ‘like the rose.” ‘The proceed®bof the conAud mazy paths perplex us.
and says that it is not of the slightest con- ions, and the delightful seasons enjoyed of imetaphysics. He is just now expound- ing is opposed to Christianity.
Chris- cert go for the purchase of a bell for the
* Foret tat, Lord,
1
the bondmen Thou bast
sequence what the fathers ot the Baptist therein by the delegates of the churches. iog John’s Gospel. His exposition is in- tianity demands the clearest mind, the Park. From three hundred and fifty to
Association, genious and full of interest and sugges- strongest thought. It has been necessary, four hundred persons were present. The
For still our yoke: galled shoulders ache and faith taught, and that it never had the Imagine the Long Island
bleed,
least interest in the matter!
after
excluding
the
Lee
Avenue
Church tiveness; but he allows to Christ only an time and again, to repeat Paul's warning programme was excellent. Our space,
And tetter-cramped are hand and foot.
Give
Rev, Dr. Sage, of the first
Baptist from its fellowship for allowing its mem- ideal, not a real, pre-existence, and finds no and advice. It condemns the gratifica- however, will hot allow a full notice of
Fo our sore need, O Saviour;
reference to the doctrine of the Trinity in tion of the flesh at the expense of the each part.
bers to commune with Christiatis, gatherBut the instrumental music
church of Hartford, preached a sermon
We own our weak bebavi iour,
many
paspages usually cited
as proofspirit. And while we are not to cultivate of Mrs. Dana Shepard of Boston, the
ing
about
the
Sacred
Table,
and
singing,
And, lowly, Thee addressing,
June 8, 1870, on Baptist principles, and
We ask completer blessing.
texts. Godet and Hengstenberg are often the lower nature, we are to be filled with reading of ‘“ How Ruby played,” by Prof.
Jves the following most extraordinary *“ Blest be the tie that binds!”
From slavery’s wounds relieve us;
severely criticised, and the miraculous ele- the Spirit; or as it might be rendered, J. M. Chapman, and the singing of ** Oh,
To sonsbip’s joys receive us.
L
This new-fangled idea that the commureasoning, as his first and main argument
—_Se
ment in large measure disappears from the weare to be filled ¢n
the Spirit.
The give me a Home by the Sea,” by Mr. E.
agaiust open communion :*‘ A man is ex- nion can only be observed by *‘ churches
FI, fy on
———
gospel, or is passed over as somephing in-- Spiritual nature should be the more promJ. Cardell, were exceedingly fine. All
cluded from the church, say on Thursday as such” precludes the infirm inmates of explicable. Kahler retains his orthodoxy,
inent,
and
its
culture
have
our
first
attendid well, and the evening will be long
Baptist
Homes
from
participating
in
the
evening ; on Sunday he attends service,
and Riehm, if he gives up one Isaiah and
tion. But this filling of our spirits is to and pleasantly remembered.
Lord’s
Supper.
A
writer
in
the
Examiner
and
the
invitation
is
given
to
all
that
love
assigns part of the prophecies to a later
BY THEODORE M. BANTA.
the Lord Jesus to partake of the commun- takes to task an unnamed Baptist minis- hand, is yet conservative as to his concep- be by the incoming of the Holy Spirit,
WEDNESDAY, AUG. 9.
The Roman Catholic priest forbids his ion. He says in his heart that though ter for observing the communion ‘with
tien of prophecy and as to the era in which What is meant by being filled with t’
The practical talk and conference of the
flodk to read the Bible. The Examiner he has been expelled from church mem- the aged saints when holding religious
the prophecies first appeared.
Schlott- Spirit? There is much error upon 1: :
7 was omitted to give the people
(Feb. 23, 1882) directs its readers not to bership, yet hé loves the Lord Jesus, and services in the New York Home,
and a mann is discussing the * History of Isra- point. Many confound being inspir
‘tunity to hear the valuable paper
read publications which condemn close so he takes his seat at the Lord’s table writer in the Watch Tower seriously urges el”, but as yet I have been unable to ascer- | with being filled with the Holy S;
“by Prof. R. C. Stanley of Bates
communion. All persons to whom this beside the man or woman who on Thurs. the formation of an ** independent church” tain how he regards recent theories as to Mere excitement may account for 1
2 Bae The heoper Attitude of Repaper may come, who acknowledge the day voted to exclude him for unchristian in the Brooklyn Baptist Home for the sole the composition of ‘the books of Moses,
the work of the.
tHE
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that it is a sin, so there are multitudes of
Baptists who would be shocked at’ the
idea of partaking of the supper in a Pres-

~

pgs

E The Borning Stax.

UNTENABLE ARGUMENTS FOR OLOSE
OOMMUNION,

authority “of the

Examiner

rudy anu CUNSCTENCes, WI

over

their

condnot. . What is_choreh..

govern hem. ting to amount to on

selves necordingly.
Of all absurdities that-ever found place
inthe theory and practice of Christian

discipline. ao-

this idea? When a
man is excluded. from
Whe church, from
what is be excluded? It°hasalways been

purpose of onabling

to remember

their

the invalid

Lord

ectnres hut twice & week; and
the lect. | |
isa being, the:
T have heard have dealt with the Sorts Christ is a being, and hin
Kings of Judah and Israel, and sketched mind is in harmony with God, then it
the career and work of Joel and Amos.
filled with the Spirit. What will be ti

mombors

in- His

¢&

sacred

feast.
Intelligent men really. believing
that the Lord Jesus Christ would not apThere are five or.six English, or rather
understood that he is excluded from the prove of these loving disciples * breaking
‘'people, Baplist close communion is at Lord's Supper.”
bread at home,” and so coming into Scotch; students here, and as a graduate of
| Glasgow myself I have made their aconce the most irrational and the most
closer
spiritual communion with Him !
The Lord's supper a reward for good- |
quaintance readily, for they are all Glasoffensively sectarian. ® Plainly
stated,
The funniest of all these arguments for
-| ness, and exclusion from it & punishment
gow students. There are three American
Baptist close communion asserts that

Lord Jesus Christ designed

the

that no one

should observe the sacred supper except
members of close communion Baptist

churches.

From this it follows that for

at least fifteen hundred years there was
not one Christian in all the world who
had a right to rernember his Lord in the

appointed feast, and that to-daythe only
ones He welcomes to His table are the
members of regular close communion

iction

for naughtiness, or for unsoundness in the

faith!
This has always been tunderstovd
by close communionists to be the design
of the supper, has it?
Dr. Graves, in his work on intercommunion, makes precisely the same objection to the communion. of Baptist
churches, and says that a member excluded from a Baptist church might join
another Baptist church, and ther come

to

Baptist churches! ~ *
To maintain such a proposition as this
in the present age of the world, and in the

the table in the church from which he was
excluded. Now comes Rev. Dr. J. M.
Pendleton, one of the ablest close com-

present state of Christian brotherhood, is
no easy task, and accordingly we find the

munion writers,and replies to Dr. Graves,

apparently overlooking the fact that he is
ingenuity of writers taxed to devise knocking in the head one of the pet arguapologies. for the proscription, that may ments of his own side. He says, “ Nothhave al least the appearance of asrgu- ing like this could happen with persons
ments. How successful they have been of common sense and decent self-respect.
is seen in- the frank confession of the Is there a man anywhere, much above the
ablest Baptist editor in the South; Rev. plane of idiocy, who would thrust himself
Dr. Graves, of Memphis, who, after a life into communion with & church that had.
time battling against open communion, withdrawn its fellowship from him ? The
at length has the honesty to concede that case is scarcely supposable.”
So, one editor of the Watch Tower,
Close commuition as generally practiced
in Baptist churches is indefensible. He June 15, 1882, writes a special article to
says: ‘* The fact is—and it is but the part say that an evil of open communion is
of candor vo admit it—that the old current that through it ** the excluded can enter
arguments by which Baptists have at- ona par with the most worthy.” An
tempted to vindicate our entire consist- open communion correspondent pointed
ency in restrictiog our own communion to out that under close communion practice
our deno
bave been shown to be these excluded persons might justas eauntenable,
snd our principal arguments sily come, whereupon another editor of
this self-same Watch Tower replies thatit
- 8ophistical.”
’
never
did take much stock in the arguThe most common of these ‘* untenable
ment
itself
had brought forward less than
arguments,” and indeed the only one
know to many Baplists is the fallacious a month before !

8 not
ystem
study,

one. that

Baptists are no more

communionists

close

than are other denomina-

tions, ‘because, as it is falsely ‘claimed,

the creeds .of all denominations require
baptism
ps a pre-requisite to the supper.
The utter untruthfulness of thig assertion

has been phown over and over again.

The recent. loss by the Lee
Baptist church of its

house

of

Avenue
worship,

which was sold ‘under foreclosure of a
heavy mortgage long upon it, has ‘ been
exulted over by close communion papers,
both editorially and by contributors, who

It have argued from it the failure of open

~

would be @¥ident to any one who would communion.” These’ papers - have been
read the invitations to the supper as found discreetly silent, however, and possibly
in the Standards, of the Presbyterian, suppose their readers are'ignorant conand-other churches, or listen to roerning the fact “that numerous close
them as they are statedly given at every communion churches have met’ with even
Celebration of the ordinance in these greater disaster. ' Asa remarkable coin-

churches ; but too many Baptists are like

cidence, at least, this example is in point:

th i0editor. of, the Feqminer, who confesses
thal he puts into the wasie-paper basket,
unread, everything calculated to shake his

Thé "chairman

of the committee

recosomended

the

exclusion

which

of

the

close communion
are those recently made | students,

Pedobaptists, because the latter exclude
babies from the communion table ; and to
show that close communion
is the life-

but I have not yet met them.
My vacation study of the German people
is full of interest and an admirable diversion of mind,
Scientific and philosophical
phrases follow one even into his holidays,
and ‘ persistence of type” is vividly suggested
as ome watches the
habits and

spring of the Baptist

tastes

by Dr.. Wilkinson, who labors through
several columns of the Independent to
prove that Baptists are not so exclusive as

denomination,” and

if it is given up,*‘ dengminational suicide”
will be. the sad result !

One phase of this question, however, is
not pleasant to dwell upon.
kinson declares that closé
must prevail

because

Prof. Wilcommunion

Baptist

ministers

Not
a singla” Baptist

in all the land has risen up to resent this
imputation upon their sincerity, but on
the contrary one of them has just given
us a striking illustration of influence of
the denominational press over the ‘‘ minds
and consciences” of too many. The Independent published an article suggesting
a basis of agreement between Baptists
and Congregationalists, the latter to give
up infant baptism and the former to approve infant consecration. Prof. Heman
Lincoln at once endorsed the suggestion
in a communication to the Independent.
The Examiner denounced the proposition
in its usual forcible way, whereupon
Prof. Lincoln hastened to write a personal
note to Dr. Bright to say that if he had
known the Examiner ‘would oppose the
plan he would not have written in favor
of it.

The

Examiner,

with

entering

a Protestant house

of worship,

because he has been taught by hig

priest

of

Germans.

writes

Tacitus.

What

do

we

times out in the woods, drinking

beer and

rejoices’ to live.

the garden adjoining the house, under the
porch or verandah shaded with foliage;
concerts in gardens, garden parties and
dancing in the woods ;—all alike suggest

that in the tastes and customs of the modern German there is a strong *¢ persistence
of type.” The forest in miniature or in
semblance must wave overhead, and the
free air of Heaven blow around, or the ineradicable instincts of this noble race desceuded from denizens of grand and noble
forests’ are not met and satisfied.
THOMAS Goapsy.
0-09

OOEAN PARK ASSEMBLY.
4
SECOND WEEK.
“The interest in the meetings at Ocean

lenge.

Fortuitous circumstances have led

the writer to some study of

the

subject,

ties, he once more challenges the | Ezam-,

iner, the Watchiian, thé National Bapiust,
or the Walch-Tower, either editorially: or
by any chosen champion, to discuss with
him this question in a series of as many
articles as. may be agreed upon. The
truth does not fear’ discussion.

Brooklyn, N. XY.’

JR 4
pals ™

;

which bave been held -from morning to
morning have

3

%
(

of

great

have

profit

to

been free,

easy talks among the pastors, generally
ledby Prof. Dunn, whose earnest sugges-

tions and:common =e advice

will not

soon be forgotten.

At 10 o'clock, Rev. J<Kand, of Me., read

a carefully prépared paper on ‘‘ Our Pastorless Churches.” He proceeded to show
how

churches-

how

best
ta. remedy

“
Ad

been

those attending. ' They

become

pastorless,

the évil.

and

Reference

aud science.

‘was red throughout by a
is highly commendable in
‘h a theme, and showed
naintance with both religion

We hope hereafter to give.

down our minds, but quicken them.
It
it in full to the readers of the Star.
will not impart any miraculous power.
CHIL DREN’ 'S SERVICES,
There ‘have been“ so-called miracles in |
every age, and the so-called Protestant
CW ednesday was *‘ children’s day” af the

miracles of to-day belong to the same
class as the Spiritualist or the Romanist.
The indwelling of the Spirit will impart
assurance, peace, happiness and joy. It
will do more, it will produce power—
power to do good. I am utterly impatient with those who can only sing of
peace, and who put forth no effort to seek

and save the lost. We need this ** being
filled with the Spirit” for our own personal salvation. ‘We need it for the Master’s. service in saving the children of
men. May the Lord grant the -outpouring upon us all of the Holy Spirit.
The benediction was pronounced by
Mr. Perkins at the close of the address;
TEMPERANCE

DAY,

TUESDAY,

AUG. 8.

The meeting at 9 30 was devoted to-a
practical talk to Christian workers. Prof,
Dunn and Dr. Ball made many helpful
Meals in the open’ als;
in |i suggestions.

acterizes it, printed this personal, private the attendance has been very large, the
letter, as if to-warn other Baptists not to addresses and papers have been full of
publish their opinions before ascertaining life and vigor, the weather has been all
its views upon the subject.
that could be desired, and life by the
The writer has, on other occasions, re- grand old ocean full of interest and joy.
j
ferred to the unwillingness of Baptist
At 6 0'clock Monday morning, notwitfi‘papers to allow smutual discussion of the ‘standing the many services of the precommunion question in their columns as vious duy, the early prayer-meeting was
a confession of weakness on their parts. well attended.
Several of these papers have resented
Ab 8 30, Dr. Ball led in a conference of
this; but have been very careful not to Christian workers, and practical talk on
signify their readiness to accept the chal- methods of work.
These
conferences

Clinton Avenue Baptist church—with and though but a layman, unskilled in
such a pastor of course the closest of logic and pressed with many responsibili-

less, do not attempt to understand the
reasons for close communion.
As a PaPist would be shocked at ‘the idea of

race

enjoying life in the free open realms of nature. Verily, forest experiences of a very
ancient ancestry are deeply registered in
the nervous structure of the modern German, and beneath linden trees or pines he

that nice

ion. ‘And, so, from sheer but culpable
ignorance, Baptist editors and Baptist

and niterly ungroupded argument.
The great majority of Baptists, doubt:

present

sense of honor and delicacy which char- ‘Park has continued unabated thus far,

faith in the divine origin of close commune

close ‘communion churches. ' And where
is the Clinton: Avenue church to-day?
Dead. Not: only its elegant house of
worship; whereon sixty thousand dollars
had been expended, lost to the denomination, but the church itself disbanded and
its name almost forgotten.
The Watchman, May 25, 1882, states

the

set to-day? People with their wives or
d¢oghters or sweethearts sitting under
trees, always, if possible, under trees, some-

minister

Lee Avenue church from the Long Island
Association was Dr. Hiscox; pastor-of the

Ministersgo on repeating this oft repeated

remember,

recognize that the avowal of open communion views is a sure road to loss of
position, and because the influence of a
close communion press broods night and
day over the minds and consciences of

Baptists.

of

When first the historian deigns to notice
Germany, the people are associated with
immense forests, with life out of doors,
with ‘wine made from barley, and with
strong domestic affections. So, as far as I

results of this filling of the Spirit? It wi:
not override our nature. It will not break

stor iol

At 10 o'clock,the Rev. J. C. Osgood, of

Park, and although the morning threatened rain the number in attendance was

very large, and the day was

one

most enjoyable of the season.

- At 130

of the
».

M., the ringing of the bell, and the swget
strains of music issuing from the temple
called the people together, till about 1000

were comfortably seated in the = spacious
building to listen to the programme of
the afternoon. The service was under
the direction of Rev. H. F.- Wood; of
Dover, N. H.
Sawyer’s Cornet band, of Dover, which

had been playing while the people were
gathering, added much to the interest~of
the occasion by their finely rendered
music, both in the temple and ‘in the
open air concert given at the close of the
gervice.
- Brother Wood spoke a few pleasant
words of welcome, and a class of girls

from the Saco F. Baptist S. S.
‘song of welcome.

sung

a

Prayer was offered by

;
Vermont, gave on address on the ‘Duty Prof. Dunn.
Mrs. Martha Dana Shepard, of Boston,
of the church to the Temperance Reform.”
Christ’s spirit is one of thorough reform. sang with the children, ‘Yield not to
The Christ principle is not to license evil temptation,” and ¢‘ Jewels.” Mrs. Shepbut to eradicate it. God works thsough ard is not only a sweet singer herself but
means. In the great work of temper- has a remarkable faculty in getting the
ance reform he has committed the duty to children to sing with her. Following
his children. What has the church to do this were several recitations by members
with the evil? First, the church should -of the Saco and Dover Sunday-schools,
right itself at the Lord's table, by the all of which were pleasingly rendered.
disuse of intoxicating wines. How else Miss Leslie, of Lowell, Mass;, sung very
can the church teach total abstinence? sweetly,‘ Where is my wandering boy toThe church should not be an occasion of night.” Mr. Flanders, Secretary of the...
stumbling to any, but should present to Lowell Y. M. C. A., sung, ‘‘ I'm the child
the world a living example of temper- of a King,” and the quartette of the Paige
ance.

Again,

the

church.

should

make.

temperance an issue in its reception of
members. Many bring their cider with

them.

But reform should begin

‘Street F. B. church, of Lowell, sung,
“Must I go, and empty handed.”
Rev. Mr. Long of Philadelphia was in-

at the

troduced and gavea short but very inter-

The church should be practical-

esting address to, the children, on the
“ Prodigal son.”
The lecture was. illns-

The world has great claims upon the
church in the way of temperande’ reform.
It is the duty of the pulpit to strike the
note of temperance and be true to its
great trust, What is its duty to the various temperance organizations? To be

trated by a series of oil paintings which
both interested the children and helped:

church.

ly and individually a temperance

body.

identified with them, removing their evils

them to understand the subject presented.
At the close of this. -service,
the erowd'

scattered through the grove
the beach, resting

and

and slong

enjoying

selves until the trains left for the

themhome- .

and inaking them the force they may and

ward ride.

should be in the land. "What is the influence of the liquor traflic over the Sabbath ?
Places of legitimate business are closed,

ful day, with probably nearly three thou-

but the rum traffic stops not its nefarious
work. The law should be enforced, and

the church should helpdo it. Act aswell
as pray. Let the voiee of the church be
hear] through every,

avenue

of réform ;

in the home, in the social -eircle, and at
the ballot box. Let other States follow
the bright example of Kansas and Iowa,
and let the church be true and aggressive.

|

It was eminently

a success-

sand people on the grounds,
/' WOMEN'S CONVENTION.
It must have been encouraging to the
committee of the ladies’ convention to
look upon the goodly andience that assembled to be entertained and profited by
the variéd and choice programme pre-

pared for all comers.

Mrs. Dana. 8hep-

ard led in singing, * Oh, where are the
Reapers!” after which Mrs. Clark, of R.
(Continued on fourth page.)
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most fear our work will come to nought:

. In another place, he says: “Let us The last Karen I examined for baptism:
Grow old alohg with me!
preach the heinousness of sin, the cer- one married to a Christian woman, and
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The last of life,for which the first was made ; tainty of retribution and its terribleness, who had long lived in a Christian con”
the one ground of hope-—Christ and Him
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The citizen’s duty.
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1 Peter?:

Resurrection suggested.
Dan, 12: 1—4.

19:

:

21-29;

John 11:20—27.

‘¥. Resurrection expected.

. §.
§.

as wisely answered as the others had been
and neither had succeeded in entrapping

11-25,

Job

Resurrection proved. 1Cor. 15: 1-286.
Resurrection described. 1 Cor. 15: 35-56.

the question of the

—1.Tim.4:8.
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send unto him

Pharisees and of

certain of the

the Herodians,

that

they

And

all ages, and

16 bring me & penny, that

they brought it.

Whose

only

is

this

I may.see it.”

And he saith

image

and

And

unto them,

The tree God knows
Through every tempest standeth fast,

sense,
:
fo

A little seed—it soon will grow,

wrote unto us, If a man’s brother die, and
leave a wife behind him, and leave no child

Wer
re in
and
farabor :.
f the
d to
his
the
ngs,
hildood,

her, and died, leaving no

23-seed.
Last of all the woman also died,
In
. the resurrection whose wife shall she be of
24 them? for the seven had her to wife. Jesus
said unto them.
Is it not for this cause that

ye err, that ye know not the scriptures, nor

-9 the

power

‘rise

of

God?

For when

-they shall

n the deadthey neither marry,

nor

are given in marrige; but are us angels in
26 heaven.
But as touching the
dead, that
they
are raised; have ye not read in the

book

of Moses,

in the place

concerning

the Bush, how God spake unto him, saying,
- I am the God of Abraham, snd the God of
27 Isaac, and the God of Jacob?
He is not the
God of the dead, but of the living: ye do
greatly err.
:
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Notes and Hints,
fonnecting “Link.— After hearing the three

n in148 a
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ever

piables
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week

loafers determined If possible,

the

Jewish

to find some

oeasion for killing Jesus, and
for that purpose

sent another committee to catch him in a trap

: giv-

i %0

Saas to involve

him in questions as to the duty

of Jews to the Roman government.
° Parallel passages, Mutt. 23:.15—22; Luke 20:
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ributute—

their personal

quarrels and unite to per-

LESSON.

Blackboard illustrations.

representing both sides of a denarins.
If
not too difficult draw a head within one
encircled

with -wreath,

with

the

word

gnat-

they
Very
e the
bring

the latter were men of the

world, fond of

gay and fashionable life, political friends
of the Romans, 1n favor of the adoption
of Gentile manners and customs and of
the absorption of the Jewish race and nation by their stronger rulers.
:
Between these two classes there could
be no common bond, save that of hatred
to Jesus of Nazareth.
Under the influence of this they made up a case and a
question for him by which they hoped to
so entrap him that there would be no escape.
It was an artful plan, skilfully

who

y with
pliers.
piveras it

se the

they
A

never
-box,
nan at
of the
ps or
] pen¢ chila Sab-

laid and boldly carried forward towards
its completion.
The payment eof taxes levied by government has always been regarded as a kind
of hardship dnd men have been willing

to resort to almost any process to evade
so unpleasant and burdenscme a duty.

of the
should

to the

Too often the course of governments-in
levying and collecting taxes has been

ht mo-

such as to give great reason for com-

iences
ot du-

plaint.

power

has

been

used

to

wring from the people immense sums
which have in many cases, been expend~ ed; not for the public good, but to gratify

hened.
odiealtheir

the extravagant tastes and habits of those
in authority.
Taxes for legitimate purposes, wisely laid and properly collected
and expended, ought to be willingly and
promptly paid. The expedients to which
men who claim to be honest and honorable

giv-

ittle of
it is a
ye can

pg to
y them
Baptist

Tavoy,
)etimes
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ning to

st more
not satpncourgo on,
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II.

A quibbling question.

The
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tion in regard to paying tribute to Cwsar

we try
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ft id}
f truth

lly tri
al-

nought.
aptism,

tem-

husbandmen, they were so angry that they
would have killed him if they had not
feared the people. They tried to think of
some way to turn the people against him ;
they thought they would send some of
their

number

to ask him

questions

and

get him to answer something that would
make the people dislike him.
Before I tell the questions they asked, I
must tell you about a great king who
lived
rom

in

a

city

Jerusalem,

called
wno

Rome,

naa sent

far

away

sonmers

to

The name
of that king was Csmsar: Of course the
Jews did not like that king. Cwsar kept
his soldiers Lo make the people obey him,

right, ” then the people would have said
he was Cewsar’s friend and their enemy,
and so would have disliked him. When
they asked Jesus this question he did not
answer yes, or no; but

he

said,

‘Bring

PE

)

looked at her, and walked on.

been

a

When

seemed

to

of our country. If everybody obeyed the
of Jesus rules in this lesson, we should
have no need of policemen and jails, we
should have no need oflocks on our doors.
Now we come to the last part of our
lesson, give to God the things that be-

long to God.

What have we a picture of

on the blackbeard that should be given to

God?

When we give our heart then we

that’

reason,” and he turned

to

have

the

we bave,for the sunshine, the air,the rain

and everything that brings to us life and

happinest we are indebted to God, and so

are bound by duty to love-and obey
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kept whispering, ** Why don’t you love
Jesus? He couldn't sleep. By and by,
about midnight, he got up and “said, «1
will get a Bible and find where Christ
contradicts himself, and then I'll

all

FROSTED FEET

mother

vuice

indicted for a capital offense.
After an
elaborate and powerful defense, he closed
his effort with the following striking and
beautiful allegory :
‘“ When God in his eternal council con-

If

Providence

asking him ‘‘ Why don’t you love Jesus”
He thought when night came.and he- got
home with bis family he would forget it,
but be couldn’t. .He complained that he
wasn’t well, and went to bed. But when

image of God by being unfaithful to him
can we have it restored? We had a lesson
a few Sabbaths ago about King Jesus.

PANY,

make

the letters ‘ Why don’t you love Jesus?”
He couldn’t rest, and on the street he
went to mingle with the business men,
but he seemed to hear a voice continually

ho laid hie hoad on tho pillow

the

States, and

he

tenden, of Kentucky, was at one time éh-"
gaged in defending a man who had. been

lose the

by

STERLING

shape

ing a coin up), losing the image, it can
not be restoréd again, but if we

Made

ela

A second

don’t you love Jesus?”

tried to write his pen

sion.— Moody's

‘Freewill Baptist Publications.
thie

druggists.

me a penny that [ may see it.” On one
side of this piece of money was the king's cant seats. Two little scholars lay. at
head-and name (refer to board); on the their homes cold in death, and others
were very sick. A fatal disease had enother the name of the city where the king tered the.village, and the few children
lived. As he looked at the coin he asked present that morning at school gathered
whose face and name was on it. They around the teacher and said, ‘O, what
shall we-do? Do you think we shall be
answered, ‘‘ Cwmsar’s.” Then Jesus told sick
and die too P”
them to render to Caesar the things that
She gently touched the bell as a signal
are Caesar's, and to God the things that for silence, and observed, ** Children, vou
are God's (referring to board), It was a are all afraid of this terrible disease. You
very wise answer: neither the soldiers - mourn the death of our dear little friends,
and you fear that you may be taken also.
nor the people could be offended, and so I know of only one way of escape, and
the Pharisees were disappointed in their that is to hide.”
plans.
The children were bewildered, and the
But let us see what the lesson means teacher went on:—*1 will read to you
for us. First, it teaches us to obey the laws about this hiding-place ;” and read Psalm
xci. 1-10; ¢¢ He that dwelleth in the sec-

: question too hard

They did not believe -in the doctrine of
the resurrection,
and, with great pains* taking, manufactured a case, involving,

and

Medical Discovery”

man who had said that to, him probably
he would have knocked Hm down. He

love him,

: VANDUZEN& TIFT, Cincinnati, O.

trictl

or weak lungs and fear consumption (scrofulous
disease of the lungs), take Dr.
Pierce’s “ Golden

school,

If it had

be

and

things -they

Ii bilioug, or suffering from

and she saw the infidel father coming out.
She went up to him and ‘said, ¢ Why

‘“ Why

‘ SCIATICA,
LUMBAGO,

Solid Silver, |

time she put the . question, ‘* Why don’t
you love Jesus?” He put out his hand
to put her gently away from him, when,
on looking
down, he saw her tears.
‘¢ Please sir, tell my why you don't love
Jesus?” He pushed her aside, and away
he went. When he got to his office he
could not get this question out of his
mind. All the letters seemed to read,
‘ Why don’t you love Jesus?” All men
in his place of business seemed to say,

we repent of all wrong doing, if by
obedience and love we are truly fis, this
image of God will be restored. Jesus will
teach us how to pay back to God all: the.
things that belong to him.: For the life

to answer.

past the post-officefon her way to

may

sl

and

write,thé words ** Unto Cesar.” A heart,
‘and within the words, ** Unto God.” Just
below the Golden Text at top of board

write the words, ‘¢ Tuesday—in the
ple.”

o

i

furnishing my mansion in glory has everything.
He has undertaken to furnish a
place for me, and I shall be with him forever./— Bishop Simpson.” -

shocked. A few mornhappened to be going

don’t you love Jesus ?”

was quietly and quickly disposedof by
Christ, and in a way that ought to have
been a warning to quibblers and propounders of ‘puzzles.
The Sadducees,
however, thought they could succeed
~ Where others had failed, and could ask a
for Jesus

know how to get.

“Cwsar” below. Draw a line across
lower section of the other, and place below the word “Rome.”
Under these two

give ourselves. As the face or image of
Cwsar was stamped upon the money that
Jesus held in his hand, so the Bible tells
sometimes resort to evade the payment us that God put his image upon each of
of taxes are disgraceful and deserve the us, showing by that that we belong to him
severest,condemnationof all right-mirded and were something like him when we
and trathful men. Those who enjoy the" came into the world, having no knowledge of sin. Butas children grow older
benefits and blessings-of organized’ civil and choose to de those things that they
government should cheerfully contribute know to be wrong in the sight of God,
their proper proportion of the legitimate then they begin to lose the image of God,
expense of ‘maintaining it; there may and often when they become men and women still loving evil ways, there is scarcecome a time when resistance to unjust ly anything left about them to tell that
and exorbitant taxation is justifiable, but they belong to God. If this piece of mone
all proper
taxes should be paid willingly. should become worn, and smooth, (hold-

way of

An con”
Why do
t I mo

The

was,

ye

father

there are a great many

teacher who had led every one of her
children to Christ. She was a faithful
teacher. Then she tried to get her children to bring other children “into
school. One day one of them ca
said she had been trying to get,
dren of a family to come to
but the father was an i
wouldn't allow it.

she was perfectly
ings after the girl

there

¢ This

are rich; but they have not

I remember hearing of a Sabbath-school

to tell her what an jhfidel man

Two circles

secute a good man whom they both hate, |.and every year they had to pay him a
or to oppose a good cause which they wish large sum of money called tribute money.
to overthrow.
The Pharisees and HeroIt was about this tribute money that the
dians had no love for each other ; the for- Pharisees asked him a question. They
mer were Jews of the most intense type, said, “Is it lawful to give tribute to
bitterly opposed to the Roman govern- Cwmsar or not?” If he had said, « It is
ment and wishing for nothing more than not right,” what would those soldiers
the destruction of its power in Palestine ; have done? And if he had said, *‘It is

iter—

I said,

el pres

PRIMARY

of Jerusalem and conquered it.

the ease with which wicked men, who
hate éach other, can for a time lay aside

s@ion-

that where I am

Then

THE OHILD AND THE INFIDEL.

After Jesus had told the Scribes and
Pharisees about the vineyard and wicked

Torics—Paying taxes.
A quibbling question.
Heavenly relationships.

hel,

|

far and near all men will know,

For heavenly lands He bids it blow,
:
The seed God sows,
;
And up it springs by day and night;
Through life,through death, it groweth right,
Forever grows.
;

their

TOPICS FOR FURTHER STUDY.
I. The political condition of the Jews
at this time.
is bie
:
II. The coinage of the Roman Empire.

seed behind him,

22 and the third likewise : and the seven left no

enjoy

port it.
II. . God's claims must be honored.

which say that there is no resurrection ; and
10 they asked him, saying, Master,
Moses

ise,

And

come into

and

I. They who enjoy the benefits of civil government should be willing to sup-

things that are God's. And they marvelled
greatly at him,
18
And
there come unto him Sadducees,

that bis brother should take his wife, an
20 raise up seed unto his brother. There were
. seven
rethren: and the first took a wife,
91 and dying left no seed ; and the second took

by-and-by

them

Ani from its first day to its last
ov
Still fairer grows
If io the soul's still garden-place
A seed God sows—

THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.

superscription?

17 And they said unto him, Caésar’s. And Jesus
said unto them, Render unto Caesar the
things that are
Caesar's, and unto God the

nevhem
rivi8 inbeedelse

shall

communion with
society forever.

- 15 we not give? Butbe, knowing their hypocrisy, said unto them, Wby tempt ye me?

ons.

an,

truest

"When they are spent it doeth remain.

sinless angels of God and to the good of

of men, but of a truth thou téachest
the
way.of
Is it lawful to give tribute
unto Cesar, or not? Shall we give, or shall

1 is
00],

and

the

The tree God knows;

#o thunderbolt, nor beating rain,
Nor lightning flash, nor hurricane—

were come, they say unto him, Muster, we
know that thou art true, and carest not for

hall
and

\1

{

when they-| Land our condition there will be one of the
highest purity, knowledge and enjoyment.” We are allied to the pure and
any one: for thou regardest not the person

* "14 might catch bim in talk.

rdly

ny,

in

‘that which constitutes our nqbler nature,
which brings us into relationship with
heavenly existencies, will endure forever ;

12: 13-27,

( Revised

‘
»
There is no storm hath power to blast

purely suman’ in the life that now is, what
results fiom ad pertains to our earthly
existence, will pass away ; but that which

E's

r and Tin for Churches,
Farms, etc. FULLY

He took me up stairs.
It had wardrobes, toilet glasses, books
and paintings. It was farnished grandly.
And the father turned to me and said,
‘¢ This room is for our daughter. She is
in Europe,
She does not know we are arranging it. Her mother and I have fixed
up everything we conld think of for her;
and as soon as the house is fully finished
we. are going to Europe to bring her back,
and we are going “to bring her up stairs,
and open the door and say, ‘Daughter,
this is all yours.’”
And I thought of the
joy it would give her, and I thought
‘* How kind these parents are!” Just then
I turned away and thought, ¢ That is
what Jesns is doing for me.”
He says,
“Iam going away.
I will come again.
In my Father’s house are many mansions.
If it were not so I would have told you.
I zo to prepare a place for you.
And if I
| 80 and prepare a place for you, I will
come again and receive you unto myself, |

Its fruit it yields.

full of

day

1

N. J.

beneath soft snows,

Till, sweet to taste and fair to sight;

meaning. - They teach us that what is

GOLDEN TEXT. Godliness is profitable
unto all things, having promise of the life
that now is, and of that which is to come.”
-.

Sadducees are

sgh

:

And when Spring comes it surely knows,
And every bud to blossom grows.
The tree God shields
Grows on apace by day and night,

| him who spake as man never spake.
III. Heavenly relatwonshipsi+ The few
| words spoken by our Saviour in reply to

Beatty, Washington,

in

India, with much

of

the

adjacent country.Price 75 cents.
he above named books are sold by the dozen,
at 20 per cent. discount or -smgle vol., for cash
with the order, or. on receiving the books,

I. D. STEWART,

Dover, N. H
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There is no frost bath power to blight
The tree God shields;
The roots are warm
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Meets all its wants.

an important feature of the conditions
pertaining to the future state. They were

Mark 12:

13-27.

.

27 stops,

free. Address
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Pharisees and Sadducees silenced,

logues

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY.

had finished, was |
drowned
in tears, and against
the
evidence, and what must have been their
own convictions; brought in a verdict of
not guilty.— Cottage Hearth.
:

The tree God plants
Strikes deeper root, grows higher still, ’
Spreads wider boughs, for God’s good will

or

: LJ 0."

might.

with thy, brother"he
‘The Ty og

plants;

. But any wind that blows is best;

BEATTY'S

A

pM.

The tree God

He declared the truth of the doctrine and

READINGS.

GOD PLANTS.

It bloweth east, it bloweth west,
The tender leaves have little rest,

at all concerning the real substance of the
doctrine.
It was a mere quibble, but
Christ treated it with sufficient seriousness to teach them an important lesson.

PRARISEES AND SADDUCEES
SILENCED.

TREE

The wind that blows can never kill

oy
THE
i} GREAT GERMAN

press Tuesday morning,
for insertion ought to be

previous,
+ I. D. STEWART,

DOVER, N,
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For Questions see Star Quarterly and
Lesson Papers.

DAILY

THE

ion of which they had, probably, based
much of their pretended belief in regard
to the future state. It involved nothing

27,

looking up through her tears, exclaimed,
¢0 God, make him 1 will watch over |
him with my care through all the dark
wey which he may have to tread’< Then
God made man, and said to him, ‘0 man,
thou art the child of Mercy; go and deal

ce. ©
i
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16. 1882.
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Bowels 1 n a cons
A Specific for
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Selections.

not the main idea in regard to the doctrine, but merely a possible incident, an.
accidental circumstance, upen their opin-
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vom

Are the mild
Pill ever tak

Sunday School.

-
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\

vy

1., called the meeting to order,and with a

promptness which was highly commendable

submitted the

report of

hour well spent.

the com-

for the day, and Mrs. Davis
Upon taking the chair, Mrs. Porter, made
afew graceful remarks; and after the
singing of ** Blest be the tie that binds,”
Mrs. Hills led in a fervent prayer. Mrs.
Eastman,of Mass., read, in a pleasing

manner, the poem prepared by

Mrs.

choir-of the Paige St, church, of Lowell,
rendered finely

richly

J.

The poem was crisp,

deserved

which was given

it

the

when

was over.

ness of the address

game

on

«Qur Park enterprise, or. Life by..the
* It was a carefully prepared ad. gress, and met a good reception: It went
to show that from the need of rest comes
the desire for a summer resort ; tired people are nervous, and nervous Joapte are

of social

course

we

have.

which

here

inter-

Freedom

strength-

homes

will

Park.

"Miss Dunn,of Mich.

The paper was true

to its name, ‘A Voice from the West.”
The author said: Not one, ‘hut many,

voices from the West come to us to-day.
How

varied

they

are!—the

voice

foreigners who have brought their
munistic theories to our” land; the

of

comvoice

fear God nor regard man; the voice of
Mormons who curse the land with their
sins and defy its law; the voice of Indians
for justice to be done. The voice of each
is a call for work, not only for a

nation, but for the country’s sake. Let
us survey the field, and measure our re-

sources.

Think of the

growth of the West.
this work more

rapidity

of the

There must be

concentration

of

for

are

absolutely

necessary,

consecrated,

earnest,oung men. We need more and
better ministers, men of clear judgment
and practical ability, men of pluck ar.
grit, but especially men of spirituality dowa-right devotion. More work ar
the laity is required. Sunday-r
should be opened, chapels secur.
settlements built up for Jesus.
What the young people of the West a2
to-day, the West will be to-morrow.
West needs a larger circulation of gonu
literature ; bat the

great

need

of

fields than are to be found

in

the

curse of slavery stained

to

peals.,

those

But there it is, nevertheless.

of

sense

Not
that

noble

a love
it

for

was

their

The dear Father means

It is always

age. He
of morher inwoman
of her

safe to do right.

is supposed

Do

something

You

have

are

the

through

thing,

But the

Let us be faithful to God

true

shoanld have
We regret

to
We

innot

on the right
what she is
men and woapplied.
The

to have

a

special

a

in

life and do

distinct individuality.

King’s

daughters,

Christ.

and

it well.

Be

‘you

will

You

accepted

fitted

for

some-

succeed

in life.

Whatever you do, do itin a womanly way.
Do not imitate your brothers, but preserve.
the womanly modesty, the womanly cour-

tesy.

Keep the womanly soul.

At the close

of the

paper,

Mrs.

Gold-

smith, of Lowell, made some pertinent remarks in the line? of the address. Mrs.
Ramsey offered prayer.
THURSDAY,

At 8 30,

the

AUG.

conference

10.

of Christian

After the foregoing, thlke came a voice

workers assembled in the chapel with
Prof. Hayes in the chair. After prayer and
song, Prof. Dunn took the stand and dis-

from distant India to the women of Amer-

cussed, in his own unique and impressive

J. L. Phillips, of India, and read by Mrs.

‘mediate results.

B.F. Hayes.

of God and the salvation of men. For
this, all our institutions of learning should

and true to our trust.

_

front?

tk

other

adapted to be a farmer how foolish to keep

voice of foul slander will not spare
our godly teachers of the freedmen—
slander as cruel as it is false. But we
have many encouragements. Many new
schools are the offshoots of Storer College. Our work was never in a better
* condition there than now. The church
and the Sabbath School are doing well.
But there come to us to-day more opportunities for usefulness. How shall we

" meet these?

the

some

him onthe farm, and. is it not equally
foolish to keep our girls like a flock of
sheep around us all the time until they go
out to matrimony?
We need not be hasty
| with our views. But we wish every girl,
as well as every boy, to realize that she
has a mission in life. A great change is
taking place.
It means something. . Try
to
realize what it
means.
Let
our
daughters awaken to their opportunity,
and learn to read the signs of the
time.
Let me say to the girls present:

professed Christians in the South makes
us blush with shame. We can not understand it. We do not attempt to explain
it.

and

talent going out in one direction; but that
woman is considered the best who has the
greatest variety of gifts.
It is thought
strange that women
are all adapted to
work in just one line. If a boy is not

ap-

and

to
but

great man

But we are retarded in our work,
The attitude of the church

Willard

doubt that they will be found
side.
Woman should do
“adapted to. do. In judging
men, just opposite tests are

and the obstacles which meet us are not
few.

onr

the land know the great curse that
temperance is to them, and we need

The long and terrible war came at length,
but with it the wiping out of this gigantic
crime. After the war, what appeals came
nobly have we responded

fathers and

ask not for exaltation, but let us have justice. Shame on those who say we should
be the less womanly were we to have the
ballot, The poor and ignorant women of

the

As a people,

this an

say that thereis a distrust of woman.

this fair land.

to us from¥he - freedmen!

our

be for the King’s daughter.

which,

when

Have

Is not

the aid of Christianity. The best should

tion. The force of the paper was well
brought out by the good reading of Miss
Dunn.
After this, came a ¢ Voice from the
South,” in an earnest paper prepared by
Mrs. N. C. Brackett, of W. Virginia, and
read by her sister, Miss Wood, of Me.
were carried back to the days

such law.

Whateyer is right and

attention to"

thank God ! are forever gone,

injustice?

views!

them.
Let us feel itis our own
work,
and to it let there be a personal consecra-

We

of

shrink from expressing their views.
How
hurtful such a position! Dare
to assert your

West, and why neglect these? The future

ot the denomination demands

the making

ley take their ease rather than try to help
others.
Many see the need, but they

great

ica.

The address was prepared by Mrs.

dia’s

It was a portrayal

darkness,

vice,

of In-

and, superstition.

It showed the utter inabilitggof our present force ot missionaries to do the great
work needed to be done, and in earnest
words it appealed-for more men and their
wives to work for Christ there.
At 4». Mm., Mrs.

)

e

B, F.

-

—

branoy,

BI

Hayes

UL
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conducted

amuin;
k

ava

fects of alcohol are well known, but others
to light.

but- just ceming

and

are hidden

membranes are seriously affected
The
It produces in
and injured by alcohol.
them a thickening and a shrinking, and
prevents them from performing their nor-

The stomach

mal fanctions.

covered

nal canal are often

The liver is

from its use.

with

ulcers

deranged.

It

but

ex-

common

a

hobnailed,

becomes

be com- pressive term.

and

intesti-

a new organization was eftected, and the
present society appropriates as well as
raises its funds, and now has three mis-

'm in life, you will elevate the
s..cred relations. of life... Many do
2 re.anything about the individuality
:sponsibility of women.
Many are
«u'isfled with their present position amd

a new place there~is a church. building. Church extension should receive
much serious attention. A little money
_ will go a great way. Who will promise
to build a chapel for some poor flock that
needs a home ? Let our stit8rstak® some
responsibility in extending the denomination in the West. We ask you not to do
less for Harper's Ferry and for India, but
there are no more urgent or promising

ef-

Many

the Human System,” and said,

Should she violate a law she must be pun-ished therefor;
but she has no right in

it

‘ou can place before woman some

many

upon

Liquors

of Alcoholic

the ¢¢ Effects

color

something in the inventions of the
means to call women into the field
al ~eform. From not recognizing
¢
ality and
responsibility,
|
tamina and the. utilizing
ar.

and a thorough knowledge of details by
all who undertake the work. More men

a paper on
Mrs. E. R. Wiley, M. D., reat

life is pollnted, and the heat itself

enervated thereby.

effort,

workers was small, she would

Holy “Spirit a"

treasurers of the several benevolent societies. Twenty-six years later, in 1873,

when

moved much of the drudgery of woman.
What a saving of time!
What are the
women doing in the time now given
them?
Many are waking op to the fact
that this time is theirs to. gain a broader
culture. To a large number of our young
women this saving of time has proved a
curse and not a blessing. The women
are being enervated and our men will be

denumi-,

lent work of the women of our denomination, was read by Mrs. F. L. Dargin, of
Me. Thongh the number of prominent

prayer,

izedin 1847, to collect and give to the

but

place, and by science, by inventien, let me
say with reverence, God’s hand has re-

* ot money-making Americans who neither

A paper on the past and future benevo-

le qudrtette

Wade led in
sang, ‘Come,

Such treatment is incofSistent. But in
the State this restriction
is greater.

to God,

work.
One must realize a responsibility
to go forward
in any movement.
A
sense of responsibility begets power,
We
desire not the lessening of the moral influence of women, but for continued success in their work they need the ballot.
A petition from them don’t mean much to
politicians.
There are no votes behind
it. If woman will become a factor in society she must have a power in her hands
which means much.
Woman needs this
inspiration to make her true to her high
privilege.
A great change has
taken

was a paper prepared by Mrs. Nellie
Dunn Gates, of Pa., and read by her sister

The meeting at ten was well attended,
Mrs. E. W. Porter,of Mass., in the chair.
The singing was under the direction of
Mrs. ‘Martha Dana “Shepard, of Boston.
Mrs. Burlingame, of R. I., led in prayer.

ter, took the chair, and after the singing of
a chorus by the Paige St, choir, Mrs.

“uality than the church/stands in her way.

women

It

by Mrs. E. D. Wade, of Maine, *

the president of the convention, Mrs. Por-

comes to the carrying out of her individ-

fame;

tion, ‘* Come unto Me.”
After this, came one of the best produc-

work. Call men into the ministry .more
generally. It is impossible to wait until
they all pass through our colleges and
schools. The professor was beseiged
with questions, and a bright, racy and
profitable discussion followed.
At 9 30, the prayer-meeting was led

lungs are seriously
pelled to speak particularly of only a part impaired.
of
operation
direct
The
of them. The women's work was organ- J alcohol upon the blood is to change its

The church teaches she is indivi-

Miss

be

blessed through our home by the sea.
At the close of the paper, Mrs. Shepard
sang and played with fine effect the selec-

. tions given thus far at Ocean

the

personal responsibility. What has bronght

ened in body and refreshed in spirit, and
“ ‘these churches and their

Burlin-

is it possible for a father to represent
himself and several others?
This lack of recognized individuality
cripples women.
It takes away any stimulus to action., It causes them to feel no

We should re-

turn to our homes and churches

Mrs.

ment is omitted eutirely therefrom? How

from care begets joyfulness. Moreover,
our Park enterprise represents a great

amount of diffusive good.

given.

wish to emphasize

brothers the right to act for the individuality of woman?
Their opinions may
differ. How are women represented in
politics where so much of the moral ele-

fretful, and fretfulness makes us So unlike
the meek Master, Jesus Christ.
Then,

privilege

We

dually responsible

Sea.’

how great the

said,

image.

:
paper

seléctions.

I., presented in a
relation to Church
may not agree with
one can question

thought of . the individuality 'of woman.
She was created an individual in God's

applause

her

choice

the ability of the speaker or the effective-

the reading |

Mrs. K. Bachelder read

many

Mrs. Burlingame, of R.
forcible light; ¢Woman’s
and State.” Possibly all
the position taken, no

. earnest, practical, and full of life and
. merriment. It was a hearty welcome to
the Women’s Convention, setting forth,
as a bill of fare of rich provisions, the
programme of the Assembly. The pro“duction

;

president * In the evening, the ladies had another
Mrs.
secretary. +1large and enthusiastic meeting.
Shepard presided at the orgam, and the

mittee nominating Mrs. Porter

A. Lowell of N. H.

—a

a Bible Reading, the theme being
the
grounds of Christian joyfulness, or the
blessedness of being in Christ. It*was_an

{Continued from the first page.)
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way, the importanee’of ‘working for im-

be reared;

Our work is the glory

for this, all our

(should be prepared

sermons

denomination

extended.

Laymen

should be brought more into the work.
Wo men should have a place in direct

saw

§ gogo

Ferry.

at Harper's

It also supports’ severat=Zendna

of

is deteObsti-

action.

most direct

the

This is

nacy under medical treatment is

con-

the

\lition of the system of the inebriate.
~The saddest fact is that many of the
| worse evils of alcoholism are transmissi-

What direful wrongs are done to the

future

$550 to science,
Vil schools.

After paying a deserved tribute to Mrs.

stream

The

riorated in its action. Itis especially destructive in its influence upon the brain.

teachers, and ‘ragged schools with about
| ble.
one thousand scholars.
The receipts

have regularly- increased from
"$5,600 a year.

composition.

and

Let Temperance, as a
in all our common

generation!
be taught

The paper closed with a review
of what Iowa has done for temperance,
and an impressive Yppeal for work and

permanent Christian character.
be done in children
instruction.

It must

by precept and

A good

clear

character is the best

treasure one can have.
develop it in othefs. Let every

Sabbath-

school teacher ‘be a Smeaton,

building

with care and reverence. The last object
here noticed is Bible knowledge. There
must be imparted a sound Christian knowl-

edge.

Our pupils should be thoreugh Bi-

“ble scholars.

There is a deplorable defect

in knowledge of the Word of God. ; Heavenly wisdom, of all things, is the most imThere is a Christian scholarship.J
as well as a secular scholarship.
The Bi-

portant.
ble

furnishes

wisdom.

an

inexhaustible

Elevate

the

Bible

to

supply

the

of

high

place it should occupy in our Sundayschools. How great the work set before
the teacher! ‘God will reward the faithful
teacher!
The paper was discussed
by
Rev’s E. W. Porter, H. J. White, J. J.
Hall, Mr. Wade,

vested here?

se

In the enervating

climate of India,

our

missionaries need respite from continued
labor, and the English government provides it' for its employes.
= A home
among the hills, to which they can retreat
and recruit, is very much needed. Both
justice and economy. call for it. As we
look over the field, we have reason to re-

Goldsmith, of Mass., on the subject of
‘‘ Lager Beer, and other so-called Harmless Drinks.” Mrs. Goldsmith selected a
it was

said

and

Writ

Holy

passage from

her custom always so to do whenever
preaching” temperance sermons, as she
called her addresses and wished them to
Can we endure the great
be regarded.
drain and cost igtemperance is to us? Can
joice in what the Master has enabled us we depict the evils? What has ruined the
republics of the past, but the very evils we
to accomplish.
now cherish? This evil has crossed my
A paper prepared by Mrs. F. S. Mosher, |
home, but wait not, friends, until it comes
of Nice, France, on the training of chilto you before entering into the warfare to

dren in benevolent

was

read

by

her

and

mother,

Christian
Mrs.

work, |

Stewart.

ing how, when, where and why ? They make
the demand, adults must furnish the supply. God provides for his cause through
Teach the children and they
and
soon they will have the

work in charge.
encoarages this.

can Board, said it had been ascertained by
impress-

ions for mission work in childhood.
The church and every good cause need
the children’s help. Parents are reached

The

Sunday-school

free

Hall followed.

your meeting

from

debt

One year

of the

then men
Hall was

and
ago,

Anthony
I spoke

children

and

at

The

their

of the older

another

who

gave

wanting.

people

the

away

first

We should work
for their salvation.
The
ways
are many. Have the spirit of

the Master. -Make- the Sunday-school attractive. Train for practical life.
Select
libraries with care.
Patronize our own
publications.
One hundred children received. their first communion in the Catholic church, in Nice, a short time since,and
Protestants in America could profit by the
entertainments to please them, while the
hundreds looked on in admiration.

portant

acd fidelity with which six of his children

are now prosecuting his unfinished work.
It is a grand thing to be an American’
working Christian.
How to reach children outside of the
Sunday-school, was the subject of a pa-

per by presented Mrs.G. C. Waterman. She
diffi-

The

stream from our mountain sides, if wisely

directed, turns thousands of spindles. The"
prophet cleansed the fountain. First, get
‘the children into the Sunday-school,if posclothe them.

one’s

Women will not "be found
We

want

Mrs.

A. E.

the

ballot

put

law-breakers in

Bagshaw

- FRIDAY,

Parents must teach and talk with their

Invite and

of

to

vote

.sang

a sole”

AUG.

ll.

The convention of pastors and Christian
workers is becoming one of the most im-

children.
Interest them
in
Christian
work.
No montimentto the memory of
the departed Phillips is equal to the zeal

sible.

to slavery

which was very pleasing;
Prof. Hayes
pronounced the benediction; and the Woman’s Convention was brought to a close.
It certainly must be voted a grand success.
i

Such examples are inspiring.

are outside.

ale tends

the saloen, and

plause;

and gave the making of it to the church.

calt, because ‘they

of

prison and keep them there. May God help
every one of you to vote as you pray.
Miss Reed favored the audience with a
second reading which elicited hearty ap-

dime to Myrtle Hall laid by her silk dress

said the question was important and

use

ing usages.

were depressed, but the children were full
of hope. The house must be rebuilt. That
very day one sent her only dollar to the
pastor, and

You must drink

will and life. It is hostile to life. The
use of light drinks is a vote for the drink-

Sunday meeting in one of your cities.
When their church edifice was burning a
few months ago they wept ‘over the loss.

I am told that many

Ale is not food.

very

are

fourteen hogsheads to get as mach nutrition as from a good sized loaf of bread. Ale
is not clean. It is made chiefly of water;
but such water!
It overheats the system.
The drunkard’s stomach is a terrible sight.

childr

were asked for their dimes, and
and women gave, and Myrtle

dedicated

meager.

beer

of

qualities

nutritive

The

through them. Men need their ia
un
-Harper’s Ferry needed a boarding-houfe

for girls.

first

is oftLager beer
the evil spirit is there.
en spelled, especially in the West, *¢ lager
bier”, and I think it means that. Beer legislation, for the-purpose of removing the
use of ardent liquors, has proved a failure.

actual inquiry that a large majority of our
first

the ancients

When

tion and decay are essentially the same.
Cider has a larger percentage of alcohol than
large beer or ale. Even lager is intoxicating ;

The Bible demands and
Dr. Clark, of the Ameri-

missionaries received their

this foe.

drank wine they used it very cautiously.
Youths and women were not allowed to
Shall we
use it under any circumstances.
use cider? Why drink the apple? Why
But
destroy the combination God gave?
Fermentawe take it ina decayed state.

She said. The world is: full of children, ask-

agencies.
will work,

conquer

Contact

featores

in

these

services.

It

commenced in a small way in the chapel,
but now every sitting is occupied, while
Prof. Dunn brings
before the audience
great' truths enforced with thrilling illustrations. - The subject this morning was
¢ Faith and its Results.” Faith was defined as confidence in being. The subject
enlarged to prayer.
There is common
prayer, or just telling God what you want.

But there is specific prayer,in reply to
which God gives specific blessings. We
may know what to pray for by the teaching of the Word, by providential indications, and by the knowledge of (xod’s Spirit. “There is no limit to the power of
faith.
Several questions were propounded, ana the professor displayed no ‘little
tact and readiness in thelr answers.
SUNDAY-SCHOOL

INSTITU TE.

At 9 80 the Sunday-school Institute com-

menced

its séssion.

The chairman, Rev,

G. C. Waterman, presided. After singing.
per week brought hundreds into the Sun- Rev. O. D. Patch, of Lewiston, led in the
day-school. Voluntary effort is better. Can- devotional exercises, and for about half an
vass for scholars as politicians do for hour, earnest and continued prayer was ofvotes. Go for the children, even those of’ fered in behalf of Sabbath-school work.
At 10 o'clock, the work proper of the Inforeigners.
Sewing schools, children’s
stitute commenced.
Prayer was offered
meetings, and other social influences, are
useful.
Faithful
teachers
in secular ‘by Rev. H.J. White. The opening paper

is the secret

of success.

One

girl

at

$6

schools can reach many.
Illustrated and
historical talks to children. will draw
some into the Sunday-school. Enlist the
children in every benevolent work, and
work through them in interesting others,

Remarks were then made by Messrs.

H.

K. Clark and A. W. Anthony of R. I., Mrs,
Goldsmith of Mass., Mrs. Wade of Me.,
and Rev’s E. W. Porter and R. Dunn, A
vote of thanks to Mrs. Shepard was unan-.
imously passed for her valuable aid in
furnishing the music of the occasion.
In. the afternoon, a very interesting

was given by Rev. D. H. Adams, of N. H.
Subject, ** The true object of the Sundayschool.”

The speaker said

that

with Question Box, in charge

G."Bamsey.

of

Mrs.

V.

The 7 o'clock meeting, was

presided over by Mrs. Burlingame,

and

it

was indeed a season of refreshing. At 7 30,

the Sab-

bath-school teacher is an artist, working
on an unseen canvas.

object in his work.
but a labor of love.

He should

have an

It is not a work of art
The first object to be

sought‘is a change of heart.

We should

be consumed with
desire to bring our
scholars to the foot of the cross. A child
can not too early experience a change of

heart.

We should teach religion not dog-

matically but practically.

It is, compara

Heavenis

nearer to children than to men and wom.
en. Educate them with a view to their
conversion. The next object is to build
up Christian character.
Discipleship is

SATURDAY, AUG, 12.

The service at 8 30 for pastors ang
Christian workers was obliged to be helq
in the large audience room of the temple, and Prof. Dunn,

after making a fow re.

It is our duty to ‘marks upon ‘the subject of the previous

and others.

:

morning, announced his present

topic to

be: * The Anointing of the Holy Spirit,»

He said that we

must

ever

keep

before

us the great difference of mind‘ and may.

ter.

The

connection

incidental.

of

these

two

is

The mind is diseased in jis

tendencies ; here comes in the need of re«
generation, whichis entirely the work’ of
the Spirit, though preceded
on man's
part by repentance. The Spirit of God
affects the currents of the mind. It will
influence! the hearf and swing the life
into holy purposes and outgoings. I do
not attempt to explain these matters, |

thought I knew all about them when
young man. But this I know, that God's
Spirit affects spirit. It affects the frames
and the currents of the mind. The Spirit

responds to specific faith. He ¢omes in dj.
rect answer to specific prayer. We need the
Rufus Deering, of Portland, on the needs

The next address was given by Deacon

of our denomination in respect to its Sanday-school work. Our people are not half
awake yet.” We need a record that we exist. You havesuch for the church.
The
first thing wanted in business is a set of

books! -The difficulty of getting any account of .our.Sabbath-schools is so great
as to be discouraging.
The superintend-

Hills, who is still active as ever, though
more than three score and ten years of | hope in this great reform.
ent should have ‘a’ proper record of his
age, she spoke of the Helper and the pracschool, and the teacher should have one
Miss Kileski sang very sweetly, *‘ There
tical aid it is giving to the workers in all is a green hill far away.”
for each class,"and these records ought to
:
of our churches. Harper's Ferry needs
be properly kept.~ We need also a willing
A temperance reading was given by Miss
another teacher. ‘The State aids a num- Nellie F. Reed, of Mass., entitled ‘Jim's consecration of service. This means much.
ber of pupils in the Normal department, Mistake.” It was an excellent selection, It is something which should sink into our
far
and is not some of Master’s money lying and was well delivered.
: hearts. To work in the Muster’s service
in pockets or elsewhere that should be inAn address was then given by Mrs S. D. anywhere and everywhere is the great

and preached; for hour was spent in a practical mission talk,
tively speaking, an easy work.

this, our churches should be built up, and
the

sionaries in India.and;:two

The

not the work of a moment.
Conversion is
not enough.
The new forces and feelings
brought into the heart must ripen into a

want of the age.
able to teach.
alted

We need willing teachers
If there is any position ex-

in this life, it is that of a person

in-

structing another in the ways that lead up
to God.

The present unwillingness on the

part of adult members

to take active

ser-

vice for the Master is the great hindrance
to the progress of Sunday-school work.
We need a ministry trained and educated
for Sabbath-school work. Most additions

to

odr--churches--come

from

Sunday-

schools.

A pastoris made a shepherd over

the

of’ God,

flock

and

the children as over
work of leading our
be the work of our
the pastor can reach

just

as much

over

the adults.
The great
youth to Christ must
Sunday-schools. And
the parents mostly by

the children. The Sabbath.school is in
the midst of the church. The expenses of
the Sabbath-school should be paid by the
church just as willingly as the pastor's salary, or any other legitimate expenses of the
church.
The paper was spicy and called
forth a general discussion.
Rev. Mr: Mil.
liken closed with prayer.

In the evening there was a very interesting praise service, after which* D. 8.
Farnham, Esq., of Mass.,gave an address

on ‘** Metheds of Teaching.” There are
three topics which should especially con.
cern every teacher.

Fst,

& geographi«

cal knowledge of Bible lands. Geogra- |
phy is extremely important it we ever
wish to form a correct idea of any plage.
As we study about our own country we
have a mental picture which aids the imagination. "Now, we have the Bible, the
Book of books. Ought we not to teach
our children as much about the places of
this book as we do about North America?
Ought we not to have mental pictures of
of the sacred land? Palestine has witnessed the greatest events of all time. It
is a land full of interest,and about it sure-

ly our children should be well informed.
We refer to these places, but little definite
knowledge is imparted concerning them.
Every S. S. should have large maps of
the Holy Land, and children should make
outline maps. And I would suggest that
every progressive S. S. have a mouldingboard which would

bring

out

and divisions. Build on it with

physical features of Palestine.
form of the country.

the

cities

clay

the

Give the

Begin at the south-

‘east corner of the Mediterranean sea, and

build up the coast. What historical fields
are here! Bring out clearly Mount Carmel
and tell the story of Elijah. The mental

picture will

help one to take in more

vividly the events which there occurred.
Cover the tops of the high mountains
with white chalk ; use red for the volcanic
regions, green for the valleys. After

baptism of the Spirit more than money,

more than schools, more

than

This is our greatest need.

The

obstacles

in the way of receiving this ‘blessing aye’
lack of belief and lack of éarnestness.

After the professor had ‘closed his re.
marks, question after question was put to
him, but with a remarkable clearness and
readiness answers were given. We are
more and more impressed with the failure

of any report to do justice to Prof.
as he appears at these morning

Dunn,
sessions.

He brings into his talks incidents of his
eventful life, displays a wide range of
thought arranged in a logical order, leads

the audience with him from step to stép,

and with his impressive action

aitention of every hearer.

holds the

We are glad

to learn that the committee on public ser -

vice contemplate inviting the professor to

deliver at their next gathering a course of
lectures on religious doctrine aiid work.

At 10 o'clock, the Sunday-school Insti-

tute came to order with the president, G.
C.

Waterman,

in

the

chair.

The hour

was in charge of Rev. O. D. Patch, and

was spent as a preparatory service for the
lesson of the coming day.
At 11 o'clock, Rev. C. D. Dudley read
a paper on ** Elements of success in Sun-

day-school

He said: There

Teaching.”

should be a whole-hearted

the positionof a teacher.

acceptance

of

The call to this

work should be heeded as the voice of
God. Thereis far too much temporary
and undecided work. The teacher should
fully accept his work and determine to d/
it. Next, there should be hearty symps

Only in such ®

thy with one's work.

atmosphere can work for living souls

In the work

carried on.
grand

te

of Christ the

is duty, while the instry-

motive

Combine these, S. 5.
is love.
Meet the Lord
teacher, in your work.
ith duty and your class with love.

‘ment

When we feel a lack of this sympathy we
must go to our Christian experience for
more, and as we spread the wings of our

soul in our desires toward God, there will
appear, us in Ezekiel's cherubim, a hand
under the wings for the kindly service of

man. With consecration and sympathy
we are ready for preparation; which

is

another indispensable element to success.
Be provided with a good Bible Dictionary, a Concordance, Commentary and

special helps, and use them ireely.

Be

intelligent, be informed.
Know all you
can, and study each lesson in its plain
statements, in its connections,

and

in

its

practical applications.
Then aim for a
good expression. An army can not be
effectual when skilled simply in loading.
It must possess equal skill in discharging
its ordinance. Let your life be expressed

in your deeds rather than words,
your knowledge

and

by awakening and stim-

ulating, rather than in giving direct information. Lastly, I mention faithfalness,
success.

The teacher, like the soldier on

the battle-field, must simply stand at his
post now and always. As the humble
blacksmith by his faithful labor forges
the great cable-chain that holds the stormbeaten vessel 16°1ts’ anchor, and saves its
precious burden of life; so the teacher by

humble, faithful work forges the cable of
holy influence that holds the tempted
your coast is built up,go back to the Sonth soul midst the storms that encounter it
Let us then mark
of the country and bnild up, teaching, if on the sea of life.
you prefer, as you go along. Go through faithfulnessas an important element of
the high country of Judea, Samaria,

and

to the hights of Lebanon. Go beyond
this system of hills and valleys, crossing
the Jordan, and build the eastern portion
of the land.

Our next method of teaching is by S. S.

libraries. It is no easy thing to select
the right kind of books for children. The
old method was all wrong—just to pur-

chase so many books without much regard

to their contents. Select Christian parents
to be a standing committee on the S. S.
library.
:
Let us consider the spiritual teaching
of the 8. S. class. This the most vital part
ef all. The others are but means; this |

the end, The other good things should

turn the attention to the Bible. Get the
confidence of your class and you can do
something. The whole aim of the Sabbath-school should be for the conversion
of the child. The church, pastor, and
teacher, must come down to the

‘work.

Then, endeavor to bring them

a saving knowledge of Christ Jesus.
The paper

well

received.

was

very

The

suggestive

benediction

pronounced by Rev. G. C. Waterman.

to
and

was

- -

success in the work of the Sabbathschool.
a
At 7 50, the meeting was conducted by

Prof. F. L. Hayes. Rev. A, H. Morrell,
of R. I, led in prayer and was followed
by ethers.. Rev.J. J. Hall's time having
been so occupied that he had not been
able to prepare a paper, he gave an interesting talk on the pastor's truubles in
connection with the Sunday-sehool. In
the ten years of his pastorates, however,
he has had no troubles in the Sundayschool.

In Manchester, the

superinten-

dent said to him, * You are to be the general, and I will be your lieutenant.” The
pastor should be a teacher in the Sundsyschool ; and if he is & faithful teacher he
will not have trouble. Having no trouble
with the superiztendent, the next thing is
to get the church interested in the work of
the school.

It is painful to see the adults

leaving, while the children - remain.
Bridge over the difficulty by having a

children.
Children should have a large place in our - special class, conducted
lecture on the lesson;
church services. Get your children

interested in the reading of religious books.
The Young People’s Bible is an excellent

.

ministers. :

by .a familiar
encourage

the

members to ask questions, but the teach- :

Many will go from

er should ask more,

this class into the regular ‘classes, and

thus it will serve as a connecting link
between“ non-attendance and regular
work, Another trouble is to bring the
Sunday-school into the
To facilitate

this,

church

epecial

services.

sermons

Are...

ae

RE

oo

=
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ed by removals, three of which

than

discourses have been found of more

ordinary interest to the whole congrega-

tion. The pastor should be so well acquainted with the school, as to have

Here he is to gain

4 deep interest in it.

jewels for his crown of ‘rejoicing, and

the troubles seem insignificant when

or three years. The, embarrassment and
perplexity of mind attending the first

it

how

san’s life. Another trial is sometimes
{he want of a proper co-operation with
the superintendent on the part of the pasof

“the Sunday-school ; but the cost is only

good

cheaper

are

things

in
pur-

for religious

cigars than they give

The

who

more

much

complain of cost spend
poses.

Many

than the evil, and the best results for

the

not

re-

Jeast money are in ghe S. School., Anqther

irial consists of a superintendent

is

work

The

signing when he’ should.

never dependent upon one man. This was
illustrated by the ease of President Gar-

field; we thought the country dependent
upon his liviog; but God taught

us not

to depend on any man.

decided

It is

superintend-

trial vot to have a Christian
ent.

But the

a

greatest trial is a

lack

of

interest in the Sabbath-school, on the part
of church members,
The superintendent
needs the aid and sympathy of all ; but if
parents can not say to their children,
]
“Come,” they should say ** Go.”
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the
to d
wddresse

‘Con-

H.

N.

Dover,

Publisher,

sributors will please write only on ene side of
to malltheir paper and not -roll it preparatory
address, not
ing. The must send full name and
y for publication. We cannot return
neces
unless stamps are sent for that purmanuscripts
pose.

‘e need at least a week in which to decide

whether we can use contributions of amy length.
and special
corps of paid editorial
We have a large
cannot pay for articles contributcontibutors
¢d by others unless an understandingis had to that
fect before publication.

in considering

good.

of

programme

the

at Ocean Park,

lings which is now enjoyed

< dw wus forget the gospel meeings which
ill be beld 1 we ewpie nuvw we oul 10
be 21st of this month. Many think that the

most important and profitable meetings of the
past week have been the conferences in which
ministers and Christian workers have been
inquiring how

we may

secure

divine

equip-

ment for service. Meetings of the same kind
will be a prominent feature during the closing
days of the Assémbly.
The sermons also, and
Bible-readings, aud the social meetings to
which it is proposed to give a good proportion
of the best time, will, it is hoped, make the
last days
by far the best in all the fich
feust which the Lord is giving through and to
his friends at the Park,
We would encour-

age all who have

not

been

able to

visit

the

Park earlier to go for a few days of lodging or
tenting at the close of the meetings.—Prof.
Dunn's informal lectures at the conferences
are of such great interest that he has been
engaged to give a longer course next year.—
Last Sabbath a series of grove-meetings were
begun at the Park, on suggestion of Rev. 8,
Curtis. The first one, at 5 r. M., was led by
ev. &. H. Morrell.
It was largely attended
and was u season of spiritual quickening.—
Isn’t it a little strange that some persons
should complain of a lack of sociability at the

Park?

Let all who go there go with the pur-

pose of making

not

and

acquaintances,

afraid
to make advances.

be

It will be largely

you own fault if you de not find yourselves “at
PE home,” . But, friends, don’t forget or
the common courtesies.
Don’t stand

neglect
talking

with two or three persons without being sure
that they. are not strangers tc one another,
And even take a little pains to mark and introduce new comers.
while. =

be worth

It will

your

OHURCH SOHISMATIOS.
The custom, so prevalent

now-a-days,

of frequent change of pastors is" attended

by much unpleasantness and inconvenience, both on the part of churches and

on the'part of pastors and their families.

But what is evén more to be deplored is
the too frequent result of dissatisfaction,
church divisions, and the formation of
-distarbing factions in the church and
society, growing out

of

these

changes

themselves or the manner in which they
are effected.

By this,

the pulpit is’ impaired

efficiency of

the

and

the active

‘strength of the church greatly weakened.
It wouldbe surprising

vails of annually resettling, of unsettling
a pastor. A very bad custom it is. In-

to most men,

‘should they have occasion for much cor-

The habitable parts of Africa equal

left

fore hand, excite uneasiness and

opposition, which would in many cases
not have been thought of, but for this
custom of annually electing a pastor.
The better way is for the church to give
an applicant a fair trial, add if convinced
that God has 4 work for him to do among

ligence and. capacity

weeks,

or

commercial

But, in many cases, dissatisfaction and
trouble might be avoided were committees and church officials faithful to their
responsibilities.

In case

of serious

dis-

satisfaction with a pastor, especially if it
be likely to result

should

be

in

his

dismissal,

he

frankly

in-

seasonably
and

formed of this state

ant homes, surrounded by agreeable

as-

“'sociations which have never been disturb-

two

were

more

are serious,

and it is toped

will

ing

way across the sea fresh
hand

of his eyes by cataract.

Lewiston, Me. Aug. 14.

for civilized and

enterprise, we trust,

the Gospel may be carried

so

ahead

that

of our

vices to the nations that sit in darkness.
The possibilities of the next twenty years!

an editorial of last week,

relat-

change

ing to a recent utterance of the Independent,

some of his modes of procedure so as

we print, in part, the latter’s further utterance
on the point presented :
_ A valued correspondent writes us asking

would give

him

opportunity

to

the better to adapt his services to the
wants of the people,
or to adjust
himself to a severance of the
pastoral. relation, if that be inevitable; with
as little friction as possible. On the other-band,

IT

BY ve

ad

ly

if we were not discrediting the authority of
Christ when we said that a rite was of so little
comparative importance that it might be dis-

carded if it came, in time, to minister to disunity instead of unity, to formalism

1

out of his position, it will be a source of
grief to himself, and afford opportunity
for his particular friends to rally ‘to his

support, and thus

occasion

not bitter dissension.

done decently and

disunion, if

‘‘Let all things

in order.”

be

The mis-

chiefs growing outof the want of prudence
and care in the management of cases of
this kind are sad indeed.
We may return to this subject at

some

future time. If so, we shall treat of schismatic pastors, hoping that the reader will
not be repelled from a persual of what we
have to say by the seeming harshness of
the expression.

:

AFRICA.
The nineteenth century is evincing its
activity in nothing more than ‘in the
progress now making in Central Africa.
Only a few years ago, Stanley crossed
the region before unknown, and his

report

gave a wonderful

impetus

to

commercial and missionary enterprise.
Now, trom all sides, parties are penetrating the region and we look not far into

the future to see regular communication
across

the

continent:

Lakes Company”
ress from the

The

issmaking

south-east,

‘¢ African

good cprogThe

steamer

on the Zambesi and the Shiié rivers; the
road, twenty-two miles long, around the
Murchison rapids; and the steamer on
Lake Nyassa, now make communication
comparatively safe and easy to the northern extremity of Nyassa.
Thence, the
company is constructing a road, 200 miles
in length, to the southern point of Lake
Tanganika.
Such
progress has been
company has conthe
that
this
with
made
tracted to carry a steamer thither for the
London Missionary Society, which means
steam communication 300 miles farther

north-west.
Christian people will be
thankful that this enterprising company,
which already has an extensive trade in
ivory and is encouraging the growth of
sugar and cotton,is controlled by Christian men. It seems, in fact, to have

originated in a desire to advance the mis-

the London Society, to be able to reach

their stations on Lake

Tanganika, by

and Stanley himself, itd Jeader, according

to the reports of Jan. 16, is far up the
Three misCongo, exploring the river.

1

Jie,

o¥ roeaion

instead of

[Setopates in

Lhe

en to retract it in a moment.
All we said
was that, in the conceivable but utterly im-

probable event that the rites should no longer
minister to edification, should

lism, obedience to Christ would

tend

to

sooner

ferma-

sacri-

fice the form than the spirit.
This is rather more temperate than the
first deliverance, and therefore less objectiona-

ble.

It is best to speak guardedly on matters

that seem to touch Christ's authority either
teach a doctrine or establish an ordinance.

to

There are two facts relative to the upspringing South that are fraught with promise.
In
the first place, Industry—the. capital is used
purposely—is* beginning
to
assert herself
and exercise a most potential sway, both
powerful and fullof the highest possibilities.
The old plantations that fostered indolence
are giving place to small and well-cultured
farms, and Enterprise is stalking, through the
land.
In the second place, the South is getting fully aroused,as well as the North, to
the great necessity of educating all classes of

her citizens.

You can scarcely

read a word

concerning that section of our land that is not
flavored with this idea.
There is still one
more thing needed—thé highest and best of
all: let Industry and Education go hand in
band throughout the South, but let them be
overshadowed by Religion.
In a late number of the Independent, Mrs.
S. L. Balding, the invalid wife of a returned
missionary among
the Chinese, relates her
experience in the employment of a Chinese
domestic. She says that she could not send
him out upon the streets, that he was not fol-

lowed, hooted at, insulted, stoned, by a crowd
of ragamuffins who hated him and tormerted
him simply because he was a Chinaman. Now

we submit, that, until an inoffensive citizen of
any country can be civilly treated on our public

streets, we had better put a stop to this antiChinese agitation, and give a little, aftention

to

the ranting hoodlums that disgrace our gréat
cities,

and

are comstantly

putting

the

He has the sympathy.

[We invite the sending from all our churches of
items for this department of news. These items
must be accompanied by the addresses of the writers,

not

necessarily

for

publication,

and

should

reach this office before Saturday night in order
get into the next issue of the
Star. We,

to
of

course, reserve the right to condense, and to reject,

when for any reason-it shall seem well to do so,
matter thus furnished. ]

innocent

lives in deadly peril!

Rev. H. Atwood will close a ten years pastor-"
ate with the Barter’s Island F. B. church, the
1st. of Nov. next.
Any earnest, spiritual
worker in the vineyard, who would like a field
for labor on the seaboard, is invited to visit or
correspond with the church committee, Alden
Day, I. B. Stuart and Jno. A. McInnis.
The religious interest which was awakened
in the town of Mars Hill continues remarkable
through the suder.
Meetings are largely at-

tended.

At

our

house, the

4th

services at Webster
Sabbath

in July,

ten

school
rose for

prayers. Such a manifestation was a surprise
to all. A new Sabbath-school has been organized in an adjoining district.
Sprague’s Mills church was encouraged by
the addition to its pumbersof three by baptism,
the fiklisaovath in July. This church is grow-

ing

in numbers.

and in influence for good.

Strong men and women are uniting with
it....The Mapleton church is blessed this season, pot only in an addition to its membership:
but in one of the best of Sunday-schools.
Rey. R. L. Howard, of Bangor, has gone to

Dakota to spend a brief vacation. .... ..Rev. G.

C.

E.

Woodcock; Hand

of

Fellowship by E. Harding.
There are several other very promising young men in this
Q. M. who have the ministry in view.
New Hampshire.
:
A correspondent sends the following from
Pittsfield:
** A lively temperance meeting, under the auspices of the W. C. T. U., was held
in the Free Baptist church, Sunday evening,
July 80. Rev’s E. Edmunds, of Boston, and F.
E. Davison, of Biddeford, Me., Dr. Perry of N.
Y. city, and the pastors of the place, were the
speakers.
A more lively interést than for some

time past, is beginning to be manifested
ameng the friends of temperance.

of the Iowa

The

here
leaven

victory is working and having its

Brooklyn, N. Y., gave an excellent and stirring

can’ not fail of its purpose for good results.”

There seems to be a pretty bad leak in this

Three persons were baptized,Sunduy, Augy 6,

néw Utah law, after all. The law disfranchises

by Rev. F.K. Chase, pustorof the Washington

ineligi-

St. church, Dover, and at the communion in
the evening, the hand of fellowship was given

renders

actual polygamists and

them

ble for office; but as the great majority (ninety
per cent.) of the Mormons are merely polygamous in theory, the law does not affect them;
and they can still elect a legislature that shall

be entirely subservient to the Mormon leaders.
And in that case what good results can be expected? Itis very evident that this polygamy problem not easy of solution.
The name of the Hon. Moody Currier, of
Manchester, is now prominently mentioned in
connection with the Republican nomination
The gentlefor Governor of New Hampshire.

to seven.

Three

sold at the stations on

burn and

not dare affirm the impossibility of such a sal- |

Two

missionaries

of

the

American

Board

have recently been making a tour in the prov-

were

Aug.

by

the

Olneyville,

Montcalm

(Mich.)—Held

its

June

with the Howard City church.

But

were

were

present.

and

New

Pennsylvania.
Bellevernon:

“The Free Baptist Camp meeting opened last

Thursday under favorable circumstances. Rey.
0.0. B. Strayer, W. L. Stone, N. J. 8hirey, Dr.
Robinson and Dr. Page all asedisting the pastor. Rev. B. H. Fish hus been pastor of this
cliarge about two years. During this time,
a church debt of $1500 has been paid,
house of worship beautifully renovated,

&
1

t

IE)

the
and

at 2 o’clock.

church
ymen’s

Minister’s and

. Delaware & Clayton (Iowa) will commence
its next session, Sept. 22, at
continue over the Sabbath.

Buffalo

Grove

and

;
N. W. BixBy, Clerk.
Chautauqua (N.Y.) with the Dayton church,
commencing Saturday, Sept. 9.
Rev, #.- Blackmarr is appointed to preach the opening sermon.
WM. U:. EDWARDS, Clerk.
Western R. I, will bold its next session with
the Chepachet church. commencing Aug. 30, at 10 A. M., aud continue two days. =
Ministers’ Conference will be held Thursday at
8 A. M. instead of Tuesday as formerly.
:
S. B. YOUNG, Clerk.
Van Buren (iowa) with the Utica church,commencing on Friday before the 4th Sabbath of Aug’
Business Conference at 3 o’clock P. M. Friday. It
is expected that Elder Moxom will be presen:

during the Q. M. in the interest of the Home

Mis-

sion of this State. “It is hopled that the different
churches will send full delegations, and thal there
will be a large attendance

general,

of the

and that they

membership

will come

with

iu

williling

——

hearts and open poeket-books, reddy to contribute

liberaily to the supdort of the State Home Mis.
sion.
D. K. HELTERBRAN, Clerk.
Harmony (0.) with the Broadway
church,
Aug. 26, 27, instead of Sept. 2,3. By order of the
pastor.
A. H. WHITAKER.
McDonough (N. Y)
with the ' Plymouth
church.
Rev. Charles
opening sermon.

Steere

is

to

preach

the

=

W. A. PHILLIPS, Clerk.

Otiasfield (Me,) with the church at East

Buck-

field, Sept. 6,7. Business conterence Wed. at 3
A. M.; prayer-meeting at 9; preachiig at 10.30 by
Rev. C. W. Foster.
Woman’s
Mission meeting.

The

churches

Lee

BOR

A full delegation

:

New Orleans

annual meeting of the

represer

Music; 13, Essay, How to secure popular

io mission work ? Mrs. J. M.
a general discussion of the

will be

connection

a Woman’s

with

the

Benevolent
Receipts for

421.48

Do Bible School Prin
Do Bible School Int
Central Asso NY
Phulmonia
Gouri
/
Interest from Per fund

30.00
22.45
2817.39
10.00
3.36
15.00

water

Bridge-

N H

For Hattie

Me

of our
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-

NY
Alvah Hicks

3

Why use a gritty, muddy, disagreeable ‘artidte”
dehghtful, can be o! tained.

10

so

doses $1.00.

We usually leave it to doctors to recommend medicines, but Parker’s Ginger Tonic has been

Salent Argus.

2

.

so use-

and

its

07

D0

50

New

10.00
rs

Car-

lisle Ind
J H Miller Greens Landing Pa
Coll
McDonough Q M

suffer-

praise.—

Aotices.

1.00

1.00

1.00:

1.00

3.00

{

3.99

H 8S Collins Larned Kas

A Tebbetts

Man-

1.00

chester N H
Susan B Hanson
boronton N H

San1.00

Mary

clear,

.

3.00

D Bates
No Lacross Wis
Ruth Geffany Mohawk

-

so

Soc.

81.27

Mrs

my arm, and its effect was wonderful, having banished, after a thorough trial, all pain, leaving my

pure,

Ed.

[

7.20

Prairie City Q M Ill
|
R Merrill Parsonsfield

Mr. Isaac L. Hart, Superintendent, No. 3 Ashton
street, says:
I have used that superior remedy,
St. Jacobs Oil, 1n a severe case of rheumatism
in

so

206.950

125.00
2.00

Rev T W Westphal Il

NY.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla,

7.

Dis. Sec,

10.00

Ch Vt

P Phillips's

use from friends
O Cole Cerar Falls Ia

(Fall River, Mass., Daily Herald.)

when

Sept.

5.00

Lynn Ch Mass
So Strafford

in

whieh con-

church,

Societies.
July, 1882.
F.°M." H M.

Coll by F Secretary

Dea L. Barrett

tendance at Sabbath-scnool.
Next session with the Canaan church in Athens,
Co.
J. R. FULTON. Clerk.

arm as well as ever.

service

Y.M.

Center

Programme in due time.
Corinth, Aug.9.
MRS. F. P. EATON,

All the
and let-

Company.

Mission

Vermont

venes with the Lyndon

churches were not represented by either letter or
delegates. The churches which did report, report
a very low state of religion, and a usually good at-

Barnard Manufacturing

I.

Notice.

There

conducted with harmony.

Some

interest

Davis, followed by
subject; ‘14, Musie;

MRS. H. J. CoE, Sec'y.

(La.)—Held with the 2& church

business was done.

will

15, Mission contribation, conducted by Mrs. J.

Meigs (0.)—Held with the 1st. Rutland church,
June 2. The Quarterly Conference was not very
largly attended, as there was a very light delegaNot much

Miss.

Lash ; 16. Election of offieers.

Delegates
were chosen
to atiend
the Year]
Meeting which meets at Baton Rouge on the 16th
of July.
J. BLACKSTONE, Clerk.

tion.”

Association

Ac; 4, Jssay, Mrs. Thula Hooper
; 10, Select
reading, Miss Melvina Chase; 11,
Essay, ‘incentives to mission work, Miss Amanda Roush; TZ.

is desired.

commencing June 30, closing July 2.
churches were represented by
delegates

Woman’s

State

ruyer, Mrs. H.J. Carr ; 4, Music; 5,
the president, Mrs. R. J. Poston; 6.
raport;7, Essay, Mrs. Mary Heury;

-

E. B. FULLER, Clerk.

ters. The business was

Ra

» *io Grande, Gallia Co., O., Sept. 9, al 7
‘rosramme:
2, Seripture reading, Mrs. I. B. Han-

Greenville church is rejoicing under the preaching of Bro. D.; who ‘is laboring to build up God’s

1—3.

the Burling-

H. CHAMPLIN, Clerk.

AR LE
the O.'F. C. B.

Bro. G. W. Moffatt preached, and in. the eveni:

| Sept.

3 north of lndependence,on

sess:

few delegs «

30

Mrs 8 M Smith Pa
Butler

Smith

for

1.00

N

M

Phillips
.
Bible School Int ¢oll by
C B Mills
roa
Int trom Invested
d
For Boston Chi

10
104.46

|
20.70

Cary

100

Abbie Gross Pascoag
R1
PM
Peckham Liberty
Hil
Mrs F Thurbough Ft
Fairfield Me
Estate of T Paine late of
Olneyville R I

-

50
+100
1.00
250.00
$1069.51
$241.77 $337.27
MOSES B. SM¥rH, Treas.
3

‘Concord, N. H.
[i

Post-Office Addresses.

Toney Letters Received,

York.

The following is received from

18—20,

©

Oswego (N.Y.) with the Constantia church,
beginning Friday night, Sept. 1, with an opening
sermon by Rev. A. P, Phinney, and closing Susday evening, Sept.3.
A good time is anticipated.
G. P. LINDERMAN, Clerk.

Rev. R. D. Lord. All present seethed to en):
the
meeting.
The Lord
was
with
1
The Howard church is in need of a pastor. T:

the

Sunday, July 81,the ordinance of baptism was
administered again at Gilbert’s Mills. In all 19,
during the past year, have here put on Christ
in this public manner, Bro. Griffin, the pastor
of this church, and his wife, spend three weeks
vacation in Canada, beginning Aug. 14, working up the mission interest.
"
The Rev. E. Crowell, pastor of the West
Bethany ¥. B. church, baptized two adult per-:
sons Sunday Aug. 6.

be
who

COM.

chiefly by letter. The opening sermon was, !
Bro.
Dickirson, of Greenville. Sunday morniv.:

added
to
The ‘founda-

are completed,

R. to all

Institute, Thursday evening, 17st. inst.
»
C. B, HART, Clerk.

ieetings.

ing, that we can not say too much in

baptized

R.

Quarterly Meeting Notices.
Rochester (N. Y.) with the Murra

work of building the superstructure at the
latter place will be commenced this week.

of all’ good citizens.

vation, however rare and uncertain of continuance, in its completeness, it mgy be. Supa minis.
posing it possible, the brother, befug
ter, must know as well as we, the line in
which to strive fort. See Acts 4:12,

Quarterly

tious of the new Free Baptist churches at Au-

His party and the State could haye no worthoh
fer leader and chief executive.
A brother inquires: ‘Is it possible that
the Lord's people can be saved from all sinful
We would
desires in this life? If so, how?”

persons

Me. Cen.

and 7.
(3633)

We will

ful in our family in relieving sickness

Island.

Rev,
A.
L. Gerrish
and
the Olueyville church, Aug. 6.

man is in every way qualified for and deserving of the honor. His record during the war
and his whole career in civil life place him

high in the estimation

wf.
Rhode

I

Wed. evening; Ministers’ conference Tuesduy at
try and carry Sherburne Co. for Christ.
The
8 P. M. Meeting Tuesday evering at the church.
Churches will please remember the mission- coll.,
profit will be divided equally here and hereto aid destitute churches.
after. More ought to be done for this NorthA. P. WHITNEY, Clerk.
west.
Who willaccept?
Christ said: ‘ Have
‘Winona & Houston (Minn.) with the Money
Creek
church,
sept.
15—17.
“Notice change of time
faith in God.”
Unless T have a team, I fear
from the 8—10 to the 15-17.
H. A. COREY, Clerk.
many, will perish for the want of the bread
Troy (Pa.) with the East Granville -church.
and water of life.
Some Mission Society
commencing Aug. 25. There will ke a grove meetmight be my partner in this gospel enterprise.
ing held in connection with the Q. M., commencJOHN H. WARD, Clerk.
What we are trying to do for Sherburne Co. ing, Ang. 22.
henango (N. Y. with the Birdsall
St.
ought to be done in scores of other new counchurch, Norwich, N. Y., Aug. 25—27.
Rev. George
S. Ricker will be inducted into office as pastor of
ties of this Northwest.”
the church during the session.
Rev. B. D. Peck,
Rev. A. A. Smith, pastor of the Minneapolis
of New York City, will preach the sermon of
church, believes in enlarging borders. He is coninstallation. A cordial invitation is extended to
all friends of the Norwich church to be present.
ducting services ata mission station just outside
Per Order.
the city. More of our ministers and churches
. Rock River (Il) with the church at Homer,
Aug. 25-21.
;
M. B. FELT, Clerk.
than now do, should engage in such mission
Wentworth
(N. H.) will be held at Fast
WOrK.eeeo. Rev. -E. W. Stevens is supplying
Hanoye=, commencing Friday, Sept.1, and conthe Crystal Lake chareh.......Rev. D. D.
tin~"
ver the Sabbath.
C. W. NELSON. Clerk.
eon
Mitchell, of Houston, recently preached the dedTime Changed.
icatory sermon of a new Swedish Baptist |
]
«t session of the Waterloo Q. M. will be
{ =.
15, instead of 22, 80 as not to conflict
church near Houston.
i the delaware & Clayton Q. M. The meting
eld with the South. Hazleton chureh,

influence in awakening this hew interest. On
Tuesday eve., Aug. 8th, Rev. Dr. Fulton, of
lecture in the Baptist church on “The Western
Temperance
Wave our Opportanity.”
The
lecture was more than an hour in length, and
was listened to with the closest attention, and

be

attend the Maine Cen. Y. M. at Brunswick, Sept. 6

kingdom in that-place. The churches under the
M. Park is to discuss publicly the temperance
Sire of Bro. Moflatt bring
a good report to the Q.
issues with the candidate for the Aroostook
1.
Next
session
with
the
Greenville
church, Sept.
county attorneyship, and
will mantain the
15.
- A. Jd. EVANS, Clerk.
proposition ¢ that the Republican party of
Maine js and always has been a temperance
Hocking
Valley (0.)—Held it last session
with the Dover church.
We had a good interest,
and prohibitory party.”
f
The business was transacted in harmony. The
Many of the churches in the Ellsworth Q. M.
churches, except one,were represented by delegation and letter, and it wes a good meeting.
are without regular preaching.
They keep
Next session with the Orbiston church, the first
up their conference and regular prayer-meetFriday and Saturday before the full moon in
+ JAS. GLOVER, Clerk.
ings and manifest a great interest for the Sept.
cause and denomination.
Pastoral labor is
Huntington (Vt.)—Held with the church in
much needed......
Bro. David Smith was or- , Lincoln,
June $—11.
The delegation was not full:
dained in his church at Blue Hill und Long
the congregations were large and attentive to the
word spoken, the social meetings earnest and
Island, June 29. Sermon by Rev. E. Hardspiritual.
ing.
Ordaining Prayer by Rev: 8S. Gross;
Next session with the Underhill Center church

"Charge by Rev.

will

me

last Sabthe Honfirst Sabconverts

dollars’ will buy it.

fotporaion

Maine Central Yearly Meeting.
Tickets for
ane fare and good for return will

boring to establish a good church at Elk
River, the county town, there should be an effort raade to extend our bounds over beyond.
Repeated
calls come from
the ten other
towns in the county : ‘ Come over and help us,’
but I have no team with which to answer
those calls; hence, I have been meditating on
the theme—a horse as a means of grace. I
have concluded I would enter partnership

Two hundred

said

Yeariy meeting Notices.

I will do the work of preaching and evangelical labor, and some one may furnish the team.

Dinisters andl Tharches.

itlnotified
Baptist Printthat the

aie hereby

of the

Central Illinois at Fairview, Sep.
Ohio River at Coalton, Ang. 11.
Southern Ill. at Carbondale, Sept: 8.
Maine
Central at Brunswick,
t. s 4
Penobscot, _at Houlton, Me., Sept.
Ohio
& Kentucky at Sciotoville, sept. 1.
Vermont au Lyndon Center. Sept. 7.

with some person to do business for Christ.
Thé ¢ two ov three’ will- make a good. firm.

‘

Maine.

May God give the church strength for the
great work, and grace equal to her opportunities !
Following

from

E. N. FERNALD.

+

_held at their office in Dover, N.
H.,on Wednesday,
Sept. 20, at 11 o’clock A. M., for the presentation
of reports, the choice of officérs and the transaction of other business.
I. D. STEWART, Sec'y.
Dover, N. H., Aug. 14, 1832.
:
;
J

of his brethren and their earnest’ ‘prayer for
his recovery....
Rev. L. F. Sherritt, of Penn.,
is expected to attend the Ohio River Y. M. at
Coalton.
Au
;
Rev. A. H. Whitaker expects to close his"

Board, not the
It is the people

and warm

of the giver.

§. Neb. Y. M., to whom

o

Establihsment

annoal Tlegting

for the fall term are very flattering......Rev.

hand as late as the last day of the month, let it
come by the next mail, and go on its blessed

NOTES.

of feeling. This

and 200 miles of highway, insent away in a ** bad state.” In any case, steamers
stead
6F
600
miles over the perilous route
it will require of their successors months,
iit
Zanzibar to Ujiji.
from
Perhaps years, of anxiety and labor to
If we turn now to the west, we find an
remedy the evils occasioned by the unwisdom, to say the least, of pastoral expedition; sent out by the * Internationchanges. Sometimes the chief blame is al Association,” under the patronage of
dueto one of the contracting parties, and the King of Belgium, preparing a highway around the falls below,Stanley Pool,
Sometimes to the other.

Families permanently settled in pleas-

in

Christian life.
The Providence which
.opens up the way for our reaching the
uncounted millions of this thickly settled
settle him as their “pastor, region, places a great responsibility
How can one know that this upon us. The Christian activity of the
completed jn just twelve century will exceed .the political and

on the Lake Nyassa. It will
bad stage by our forfer-pastor,” that is, beton a Mission
great
help,
too, tothe missionaries of
disbitter
of
not
if
disunion,
a state of

in

Aug. 6,

Chuse, principal of Atwood Institute, is lecturing on educational subjects in Meigs and adjoining counties.
The prospects of his school

would not know what their left hands were doing,in the next two weeks! Let all money be sent
as soon as possible. But if any one has any on.

and North America.
The soil is fertile.
The climate, even on the equator, is modfied by the altitude. The people are fally equal to the average barbarian in intel-

awaken

in a

‘sension. Possibly, in some of these cases
at least, the pastors were dismissed and

revival.

| H. J. Carr is threatened with the loss of one

Shall the Next Remittance be full?

extent the habitable parts of both Europe

souls.to agitate privately the subject be-

respondence with churches in quest of gion work, especially that of the Church
of Scotland at Blantyre on the Shire, and
to learn how common the com- that of the Scotch Presbyterians, Livingspastors,

plaints that * our church was

a

much en-

fully give their hearts to the Saviour and
unite with the church........Prof.
L. -C.

“Their reward will come in a currency worth
more than human thanks. Oh, for a score or so
of those letters whose authors right hands

py the land.

&

the Towa F. B.
Missions.
a
E,
Rey. Charles8. Perkins, 18 Appleton Sti. Boston, Mass.
(8t30)
The Printing Establishment.

.

church has been

labors in the Harmony Q. M. the
bath in September, and begins with
and the churches that must come up to the ey Creék church in Wisconsin the
necessities of ‘the hour, or we must send 'a | bath in October. He baptized two

that are pushing in from all sides to occn-

asmuch as it is known that the -question
is to be acted upon, an opportunity is afforded for all the disaffected and restless

months, rather than in twelve
twelve years?

AF All communications damgned tor publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
on business, remittances of money, &c., should be

ber

‘Neither’ the Treasurer, the
Society can answer it alone.

H. M, 3oc.
of No. Kan.

tion, are now following this same course
to found a mission in the vicinity of Sobat
river. This route is at present a difficult short remittance and close, the year in debt. at Newton on a recent Sabbath. The Sundaypedient and inevitable. Sometimes the one, but from near Lake Tanganika water Let every Treasurer that has any money in school there is flourishing undef the superpastor may be ignorant of any general | lows through the Alexandria N ile, Victo- hand, whether of Quarterly or Yearly meet- tendence of Bro. Timmons......At Broad:
way, Bro. Cranston is doing good work in the
dissatisfaction with him or his work. He ria Nyanza, the Victoria Nile, Albert ing, or mission society or church, forward Sunday-school and it is flourishing.
the
sum
by--the
29th
inst.
The
remittance
is conscious of having worked hard, of Nyanza-aod the White Nile, into the
z
Towa.
Li
will be delayed till from the 1st to the 5th of
having made personal and family sacrifi- Mediterranean, and as Europeans are now Sept. “Let all collections possible be made up
The Rev. O. E. Aldrich recently administerces for the church, and may have seen, in traveling this route it will be improved to the lust day. Let every church that has ed baptism to four persons who were added to
some degree at least, the salvation of God and made perhaps the best, as it is the. not yet done its best this year forward some- the Delhi church. Bro. Ezra D. Gifford, of
the Theological class at Hillsdale, is supplying
attending his labors. He can not discover most direct, route to the central regions thing, even if but little, before it is too late. "A the Delhi and Unientown churches during his
short,
honest,
united
pull
all
together,
will
why he may not be even more successful of Africa.
vacation.
:
rar
bring this load safely through, and we shall
for years to come. But to his surprise,
The brethren at Central City are building a
Space “prevents our speaking of the all feel the better when it is done. Some
parsonage.
the church at its annual - meeting devel- route now open to steamers up the Niger
good soul sent me two hundred dollars the
Wisconsin.
ops a somewhat general desire for a and Binnare, many handred miles; of other day, without even a name in the letter |
The Spencer church is without a pastor.
change of pastors, Here, we suppose the projected railroad from Algiers across that I might know whom to thank, and another
Minnesota.
that the somewhat ‘common custom pre-, "the.desert, and another from Zanzibar to sent fifty dollars in the same {* left hand” way.
Rev. M. H. Tarbox writes:
‘ While Ila-

indefinitely.
work can be

C. A. BICKFORD, Resident Editor.
CYRUS JORDAN, Assistant Editor.

his check for $25,000 to the Wesleyan Female |
College, Georgia,making an aggregate of $125,000 te this institution. Mr. Seney gvidently intends to put his money where 1/
will do
good.
Does not the Spirit say to every
rich man, “ Go thou and do like-wise.”

What
answer will the
friends of our
Foreign Mission cause give to this question?

ria Nyanza, and * Messrs. Ladel and
Snow, of the American Mission Associa-

It is quite probable that more frequently
the trouble arises from the want of pro-

Rev. S.¥. Sith, Fairbury; Neb. Treasurer of

to the church.

baptizedby Rev. T. E. Peden. A goodly num-

Denominational.

Society has already used this route in
sending missionaries to Uganda on Victo-

likely,a restless and unreasonable faction.:

them, then to

16, 1882.

couraged
by

- Turning to the north, we find the Nile

per management of the dismissal of a
pastor, even when such dismissal is ex-

to bridge over the wise perigd in a young

“ff5Th $150 to $200 per year,

also furnishing communication to this
central region.
The Church Mission

Bat the simple matter of fact

The Linn Hill

Mr. George I. Seney, the distinguished Methodist philanthropist of Brooklyn, recently gave

:

added

Ohio.

Washington anti-Chinese legislation.

surance.

:

fifty members

The church has passed through many trials all money for this Soc. rhould be sent.
and met with much discouragement, but is
H. H. Withington, Toledo, Iowa, Treasurerof"
now looking forward toa bright and success- the Home Dep’t Jowa Yearly Meeting, to whom
| all Home Mission funds are to be sent.
ful future.
:
H. H. Within.
Toledo, Iowa, Treasurer of

h

easily accessible.

be that it is not the Lord that sends him
forth, but a disaffected church or, more

cost

to the

that the pastor ought to have Abraham's
faith, and so depart in confidence and as-

is that he hasn't it. And besides, it may

Again, fault is found at the

on

from the east, and along its banks there
are abundant fields for missionary work.
One or more steamers are in preparation

de-

teach-

The speaker gave hints as to

dor,

once every two

example.

voung persons who fancy * they know

pressing

parted from the Land of Ur, * not know: for the use of the missionaries, and very
ing whither he went.” It may be said soon these vast unknown regions will be

Teachers often do not visitat the homes of
their pupils nor invite them to their own
Another is in
This is a trial.
home.

all.”

below are

Shen-se, China, seeking a suitable
place for 3 new mission. They were everywheére treated with great courfesy,and the people were anxious.fo hear what they had to say.
We wonder if they made any inquires as to the

same ‘point. From the Pool, the river is
navigable hundreds of miles,to a point

thought ot such a change can be parallel-

com-

Even

a good

stations

the

One trial is to be expected to maintain!
‘wood order without the co-operation of

ers often fail to. set

breaking up of family arrangements, the
disturbance of settled quiet; and the severing of social relations

prebends the trials and duties of this office.
the members of the school.

fire, can hardly appreciate the inconvenience, anxiety, and sacrifice attending the

are now at Stanley Pool building a permanent-base for missionary work, and
the ‘English Baptists, who have several

ed only in the case of Abraham, who

about

sionaries of the Livingston Inland Mission | ince of

ac-

all

joys are remembered. :
"Mr. A. L. Russell,of Mass. spoke of the
trials of the Superintendent. The speaker
“ha s had only two yeurs'ex perience as a superintendent, but he showed that he

are,

cording to Benjamin Frauklin,equal to one

sion should

Me.

Rev.

be sent

to

S. D. Bates,

Rufus

Deering,

Treasurer

Ohio

Portland,

(26622)

Free

munion Baptist Association, Marion, Ohio.
Rev.A.E

Wilson,

Lansing, Mich., to

Com-

(52(38)

whom

all

whom

all |

money contributed within the bounds of the Mich.
Y. M., should be 8ent for F. M., H, M. aud Eduoation Societies.
:
(26¢)
Rev. J.D. Batson, Northfield, Minn., Treasurer
of the Minn. Y. M. Mission

Society,

to

W Angell-0 A Bessee—E Bingham—B Bradle,
«—P 8 Burbank—Mrs R Badger—O
C Barrows—
O Cammings—8 R Clark—G W Colby—C R Case
H A Chandler—E A Dinslow—Everett & Zerrahn
|—E A Fogg—G A Gordon—Z F Griffin—8 8S Gerr,
1G C Haynes—P M Hobson~—J ¥ Hart—Mrs A
Hum
Jones—W Johnson—A O Junneeton—C 8-'Loomis—J H Masters—W H Peck—Mrs
‘S 8 Phillips—8 G Richardson—J E Seavey—D
Smith—W Smith—C Stevens—E L Taylor—D
A
Tucker—M H Tarbox—H. N. Vanduzee—S S'Varg
—8 J Weed—C Woodruff—C D West.

money for this Y. M. work should be sent. (10128)
Rev. J. H. Walrath,
Waupun, Wig.J Treasurer
of the Home Mission Boara,
whom all money
ehotld be sent for Home Missions within the Wis.
Rev. N.

C. Brackett,

Harper's

Ferry,

W.

Books

Va.

Treasurer of Storer College and Agent of Shenandoah Mission.
.
!
Moses B. Smith, Treasurer of the Freewill
Baptist Foreign
Rome Mission and Edueation
'Societies,Concord, N. H,
(1
Rev. J. H. Durkee, Pike, N. Y., Treasurer of
the Central Association, to whom

tions should be sent.

all its

may be sent in aid of those
Gospel ministry.

preparing

for

the

L)
Megantic

BY EXPRESS,

Rev T Spooner Whitefleld N H

: Iaxxied.

contribu-

Rev. J. J. Butler, Hillsdaie, Mich., Treasurer of
the Western Education Soe. ;to whom contributions

Forwarded

BY MAIL.
! J Hammond Lawler Co Towa H P Tuck Brighton Polk Co Mo
Wm T ‘Warcup Lemesurier Leeds
0
Rev E O Dickinson Greenville Mich

Olark—Maine—At Drakes Landing,

Webster

N. Y., Aug. 5, by the Rev. C. B. Hart, Mr. Allen
J. Quek and Miss Jennie Maine, all of . Walworth
Z

sometimes given the children; and these

-
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Family Circle.

¢¢ Certainly,” said that lady amicably,
without a shade of expression as to the fate
of the chair, which she momentarily ex-

* ** THE LORD HATH NEED.”

| pected— What is it?"
‘ Well, yon know

BY MRS, V. G. RAMSEY.

the cake department.

To us whose hands are loaded
‘With gifts of love divine,
~Lliere comes at times a whisper,

* These treasures
are net thine.”
di
‘We clutch the world with greed,
But do we all remember
The Lord who gave has need?
‘We load our dainty tables,

‘We wear oar silks and gold,
‘We dwell in ceiled houses
‘Like those who lived of old.
We gather up the blessings
The Bounteous Hand has strewn,
But do we all remember,

The Lord

may

claim his-own?

— Oh, Jesus! Blessed Master!
Whose mercy gives us all,

‘When thou hast asked a pittance,
Have

we refused thy call?

Thou sawest us lost and ruined
In the blackness of despair,
And for our great salvation,

Thy blood
oo

thou didst not spare.

» And is it so, dear Saviour,
That we let thee stand and plead,
RE wo ad©
wade Asking of our abundance,
=

ed

ve

tad

>

For what

thy poor have

need?

What shall thy steward answer,
‘When he stands before thy face,
And thou askest for the brother

Who

should hae shared thy grace?

Will that brother’s blood for justice

Before thy presence plead?
And wilt thou say, *‘ O faithless!
Ye knew that I had need.”

2

I asked but for my own,

why

I gave you fre yy freelyA

you know [ was put oni the oyster department, and”—
Lei

¢ I asked, but ye refused,

Unthankful,
apd unkind;

* How in the world did you get that?”

“Ye have bestowéd
no blefing:

exclaimed Mrs. Matilda in astonishment.

© What blessing will you find

¢“ Well, I shouldn't think

Help us, O gracious Saviour,
Thy warning words to heed ;
Help us to help our brother
Because the ¢“ Lord has need.”....
*Matz. 21: 3.

2
———

+r

:

——

THE OLD CABINET.
BY

MARGARET

SIDNEY.

In.
The first thing for Mrs. John Powers to
do in her plan for obtaining possession of
the precious old cabinet, wus to see that
a discreet silence was observed toward
Lucy, the other sister-in-law, the widow
of their brother James. She lived a few
distant from

Boxville,

and

there-

fore, it was a comparatively easy thing
to keep her in ignerance as to exactly

youd take it; I

don’t see how you can, with all your
children, Sarah.”
¢¢ Oh, they’ll do,” said Sarah lightly.
£¢Jane'll see to 'em while I am over to
the church, and Susie's out of school during the fair; it’s vacation, you know.
Besides, as you say, one ought to make
sacrifices, and do it to help along the
gospel.”
j

“I'’know,” said Mrs. Matilda, swallow-

ing her own words with very poor grace,
‘¢ but you've got so many children.”
‘ And then the ladies urged me so,”

added Mrs. John carelessly; I couldn't
refuse and Mrs. General Green said”—

“Well,

what do you

want?”

inter-

rupted Mrs. Matilda, drawing up her
shawl, and preparing to go, unwilling to

see the great lady of the parish trotted

Lew much Mrs. John wished the covetd % out to do honor

to her

sister-in-law—

old relic.
Bitterly now did the Med » ‘for I must be going, I ought to be
woman regret her outspoken determina~ there now.”
tion to Matilda, to gain possession of
““ Well you know the oysters ought to
it.
be put on to something besides a table,”
‘I do believe,”
she cried to herself, FO
said Mrs. John calmly enough on the
ing over and over the thousand and ofie exterior, but whose heart was going like
plans that presented themselves to her a trip-hammer—‘¢ Now there’s that old
busy little brain, only to be ‘dismissed as side-board you know up in your garret,
useless, * that she wouldn't have thought ’twon’t hurt that, for.it's.all to pieces inofit again, if I'd kept my tongue still. side, why can’t we take that?”
Well, at least Lucy shan’t know I want
“I'm sure I don’t”— began Mrs. Mait; as for Miranda—oh dear me, she’s tilda, then she whirled right around and
too dreadful!”
looked down into the little woman's
Indeed, she was ““too dreadful,” was
eyes—‘* Sarah Powers!”
Miss Miranda Powers, and much to be
“ Well,” said little Mrs. John, looking
feared in the entire family, as she invari- up -calmly, ¢ what's the matter, Maeg
bly got whatever she wanted, whether tilda?”
.
;
yr
“She had § good claim, or not.
But she
“You never’ll get that sideboard if
lived in Boston, and although her letters you lay your oysters on the floor.” In exwere characteristically dreadful enough to treme determination and anger, Mrs.
be respected, still a sedulous disregard as Matilda commenced to stalk toward the
to answering them being observed,

each

one of the sisters-in-law declaring it was

not her duty to do it, etc.,.elc.,

commu-

wouldn't see this old cabinet in our house
tor all the world. - And I shall just run
over to-morrow and tell Matilda so.”
“Good!” pronounced John with em-

don’t you remember, John, when

phasis.

to his neek!

What else he did,

it's

‘I

not im-

drawer we used

to

steal

cookies

from;

grand-

ma's back was turned?
‘Yes, I’ know,” said his brother, and I

door.
““ And you'll never have my curtain,
if you cut your cake on top of the house,”

time, strength. and husbands® pocket- “Wt
And you'll put the books and the
books, to laudable vyings with €ach oth- lodking-glass back?” he asked in the
er and all the rest of the female portion same tone, touching tenderly the soft,
of the church, as to

which

the largest amount of money

could

spend

in a given

-time. And every night, little Mrs. John
breathed freer, and indulged in more and
more imaginary glimpses of the * cabinet” as she would have it, in her niche.

Ad last fortune favored little Mrs. John,

** Sister,” said Mrs, Matilda, coming in

_ upor “her suddénly one day, when the pre-

LEONE.

time

pastor

Arlington St. Unitarian church in Boston,

with the cookies, I remember.”

thumb to the

church,

where

Ass

affairs

were pretty well in progress by this time
—*‘and Barah's time’s been all taken up—
and so has Matilda's too.”
‘“ Humph I” said Miss Miranda shortly,

who detested * fairs.” *¢ Well, then, I
suppose you haven't had much time to
spend on politeness or family feeling, if
that’s the case. Well, I've come down-fo
see after that old cabinet that's stored in
Matilda's garret, you know. I thought
’twould be best to attend to it myself,
and as I'm going home . to-morrow—I
can't stay now, because I've made arrangemeiits to be home then; I'll come
down for a visit another time, John
—T'll just take the cabinet along with me
then, and save everybody any
more
trouble about it.” ‘ Well, the fact is,” said

John,

draw-

*“ Who's Joanna?” asked

sister Lucy

life.

at last, who had never heard of her?

‘ She's your husband's father’s cousin
on the Merriman side, and 8he "lives out
in Indiana,”

explained

Miss

Miranda,

with great dignity. ¢ Well, at least,you
have'nt got it, Matilda,” she said cordially, turning to her.
“Nor you, either," said sister Matilda,

“so we'll cry even!

Only Sarah and I've

"got a quarrel to settle,” she added,
ing affectionately to her.
‘“ And I

think,”

said

‘John’s

turns
¢ little

wife,” ‘“if the cabinet’s found an owner
at last, you and I, Matilda, ought to be
at work over

.at

the

church,

for

we've

promised, you know.”
* That's true,” said Mrs. Samuel, lead-

ing the way to the garret stairs, ** and we
can’t do better than to ge over together.”
#¢It was all a mistake,” whispered Miss"

ing slowly away from the table, to-get a
good view of his cousin's face, ..¢* Matilda

Lucretia Potter,

thinks she has got as good.a claim as any

“and Mrs. General

of us to that piece of furniture, and my
wife has about decided so too, in fact;
she’s gone up there now to tell her so :"—
and"Mr. Powers enjoyed, what h& after-

correct auything she may have said ; that

wards told his wife he never did before

and glove, that's certain ! It's the queerest
thing how such a foolish piece of nensense

in his life, seeing Miss Miranda jump}

“The goodness a11ve, Joh I" she skid,

when she recovered herself sufficiently to
remark anything, ‘you don’t mean to
say that you've let Matilda Powers..step.on your wife to that extent. I thought
Sarah had some spirit. - I've always said
so, I'm sire, and I've stood by her
through thick and thin—but I declare if
she’s that kind of a woman, I wash my
hands of her !”
Two ¢¢ washing of - hands” over liftle
Mrs. Sarah, with different results!

“ Well—well,

if there's

sach goings

on,” said Miss Miranda, springingto her
feet, and tying on her veil with extreme

| rapidity over her brown satin bonnet,
“it's well I came, and I'll just run along

| up now, and settle my point.”
“And I'll go too,” said John,

getting

to

her

next

Green

neighbor,

wants

me

to

silly story,you know, about the Powers—

for they've just come in together, as plea-

sant as a basket of chips—and they're hand
ever got startod in the firet place!”
BEIRIS

If you

daughter—by

girl

He had

ADVICE TO GIRLS.
are foriunate in possessing

‘beauty, girls, be thankful for the gift, but
do not overrate it. The girl who expects
to win her way by ber beauty and to be
admired and accepted simply because she
is a lady has the wrong idea. She must
secure & lovable character if she wishes

all is

to lay the foundationof a permanent influence. To win and hold admiration
you must cultivate the gifts ‘that nature
hus bestowed upon you. If you have a
talent for music, develop it; learn to sing
some choice songs

and to perform

upon

more by music than

by

handsome

fea-

tures. Pursue the same course with regard to painting, drawing, and designing,

“If you look out for ’em, as good as

and if you have the power to obtain-useful knowledge in any direction, do it.

taking

his

hat;

‘“ then

I

look out for your interests.”
you have the past two

weeks,” snapped

pretty hair.

*“ Yes, yes,” she groaned,
‘I don't
care what it is, I'll put everything back.
Ifonly I haven't made trouble for you,

ing her with scorn, *“ I shan’t be so

with Matilda as you've been,

thing. Since

this sideboard

that's

easy

one

has been

such a trouble—oh ! here's Lucy.”

“I've just come from the church,” said
this individual, running up the garret
stairs, ‘‘and Samuel said I'd find you up
here Matilda—what in the world!” she

John,
, Equmgfor, she won't speak to me ;
I never thought it would go so far as exclaimed aghast at the family party
that—and” S&muel’ll be drawn in—and drawn up in solemn array around the old
then just think—" Here she. lost self-cons- cdbinet.
:

trol complétely, and sobbed like a child,
paration for the fair was in the worst stage, ** Then—you'll —
wish—I was — dead
and everybody was worn out to the last ‘John I”
degree, ‘* there's something of yours I'd
++ I never-would wish that,” said John
like to borrow, if you're willing to lend,” gravely. Then
he suddenly = gathered
and she settled her handsome, large figure ber up in his big arms. * Ifall
the brothin one of the slightest of Mrs. John's ersin the
world gave me up, Sarah, as
rocking chairs,
long as T have my little wife as she was
ed

feeling that you need

not

wait

for any

one’s convenience in repairing and making, but that you can be beforehand in all
such matters. The relief to your weary

mother will be more than you
mate.

When you

become

as

I wish "twas burnt up, John, I do!”

+ “I don’t,” said his

brother laughing,

“I'm just beginning to get some fun -out

of it.”

bo

vat

“Precious little fun I see,”said Samuel,

have

been largely owing to his neglect of exercise,
and of the rules of health.
a

old

and

worn as she is, you will know. how much
“¢ gvery little helps,”—RSelected.
If a woman's influence over a man (and

the same is true of a man’sover.a womap)
to reform” him
efore marriage,.'it will not be strong
enough after marriage. Save this para-

graph, all you. that contemplate’ getting
married.

hs

We waste our time

money
trifles.

in

momexts,

in dimes, and our happiness

our

in

the ‘way,

abroad

father died in 1741.

In

years.

His

the autumn of 1742

Gray began the now famous poem, the * Elegy
Written in a Country
Church-yard.”
He
finished it at Cambridge in June, 1750. Perhaps no English poem has been more widely

admired.

of characters and arranges things

phrases that have become a part of colloquial
speech than

any other

piece

consisting of so

few consecutive lines,

:

‘Gray was an unassuming, but sincere, believer in Christianity.
He disliked Hume and
- Voltaire, because he thought them enemies to
religion. He exhorted his friend, Dr. Wharton,
not to omit the use of family prayers.
On the 30th of July, 1771, he fell asleep in
Christ. His last words, holding the hand of

his niece, were, * Molly, Fshall die!”

:

This memoir of Gray is the most complete
ever published, and deserves a valued place in
every library.

THE GOSPEL OF Law,

A ou

Pb

Cuuivl

Rionrgs.

S. J. Stewart. 8vo. pp. 326, Boston : George
H. Ellis. 1882. Price $1.25,
:
The author of this volume ‘is'a Unitarian or
“ Independent. Congregational” minister in
Bangom Me.
He saysin his preface: * The
principal motivein the book is to apply the

facts of science to inherited doctrines, and then
to give a positive basis of belief and conduct in
‘consistency with these facts, to interpret the
results of the best authorities,
and bring them
into a practical form and conclusion.”
How
well he has performed his task, we must allow
his readers to judge for themselves.
Our
opinion is that these discussions are the work
of a man who is not merely drifting, but is
¢ paddling his canoe”
along and down the

maelstrom where Christian faith is choked and
drowned.

We

do not care to follow.

with

that is sometimes too evident.
MAGAZINES,
The numbers of The

ap

art

.
&eo.

Living

Age

for Jul
20th and Abgust 5th, contain: Newton
ind
Darwin, by R. A. Procter; Esthetic “Poetry
Dante Gabriel Rosetti; The Pilgrimage

Kelvaar, and Contemporary

Life and Thought

in France; The Lights of Mags; and Autobj.

ographies in the Time of the Commonwealth.
Lucy Hutchinson— Alice Thornton
; Soms

Thoughts oun Browning;

and Personal Remi.

niscences of Garibaldi; Indian Smells
ang
Sounds; The Irish“ Brogue”in Fiction;
5

Protest; Humors of Irish District Visiting,
and Snake Anecdotes;
with

instalments of

“ Robin,” *“ The Marquis Jeanne

Hyacinth ge

St. Palaye,”*‘The Ladies Lindores”
** Goneril,” and selections of poetry.

4

ang

We have received from Saalfield’s half-price

music store, 12 Bible

House, New

York, a

copy of a song by Mrs. Anna
Bagg Halliday,
entitled “ The Lilac that Grew by the
Gate,”
which

is one of the prettiest of songs.

Copies

mailed by the publisher on receiptof twenty.
five cents. All other music half-price,
:
LITERARY

JOTTINGS.

:

‘Houghton, Mifflin & Co. have Just brought
out in tasteful paper covers a very handy
sum.

mer edition ih

ai

““Thetr Weddiiig
it ought

among

to

delightfui story,

Journey,” which is so

nating a combination

have a

summer

of story and
A

Wedding

Mr. F. H. Underwood is
life of John G. Whittier.

popularity

similar

‘“ A Chance

fasci-

travel that

remarkable

readers.

the sequel to * Their

edition

Acquaintance,”

Sours,

at work:
3

og

upon

a

Mr. Anthony Trollope is preparing a
ography of Lord Palmerston.

After more than a century of exist-

ence, we find it as fresh as ever.
It has a
melody of great sweetness, rare felicity of expression, great metrical skill, and a moral persuasiveness that appeals to ail noble natures.
It may be looked upon as the typical piece of
English verse. It is more thickly studded with

Amerie, i

and yet it strikes us that, in order
bring g.
bout what he has planned, the authorto dispose
s

also ready.

three

the

overdone typ. ;

book. The story has dramatic Power
withoy;
being super-sensationa
andl,is wel) Written »

Gray

for nearly

Pong

and his f.

Italian artiste, a Capuchin ‘monk
, anda
>
tain of banditti, whose name gives
title to the

of Mr. Howell’s

remaived

isn’t

getting rather

In 1739, the two friends, Thomas Gray and
Horace Walpole, visited the continent, where

by

Elliot Stock

will issue very shortly

William

Tivebuck

on

;

an essay

Dante

Rossetti’s work and influence.

bi.

Gabrie}
sie

Osborn H, Oldboyd, of Springfield, Til, after
a steady laborof over three years, has Just

eompleted his remidrkable book, ** The Lincoln

Memorial Album-Immortelles,” being an album
of opinions touching the life, personal recollections
and
public services of Abraham
Lincoln, collected from two hundred eminent

Americans and Europesns—their best thoughts

and utterances in reference to his
ed

career.

These

distinguish-

mementos

and

written specially for this book,

tributes,

and never

be-

fore published, are marked and peculiarly interesting, as each
contribution
‘bears the
author's engraved autograph at the end of contribution.
Among these 200 contributors are

Grant, Hayes,

Garfield,

Shermer,

Hancock

Noah Porter,Lyman Abbott, Whittier, Holmes,

Benson J. Losing,
Gough,

Chas.

Robt. Collyer, John

Hall ate.
pages.

Tt is 5 hook

A. Dana, John
Bright,

af wesw
:

B:

Newnun

a¥) 0CLaV0
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EMERSON'S MAGNETISM.
Soon after Mr. Emerson fixed his home in
Concord,in 1834,

a new bond

of connection

between the town and the great world outside
this happy valley began to appear,~the genius

of that man whose like has not been seen in
America, nor in the whole world in our century-i—
“A large and generans man, who, on our moors,
Built up his thought (though with an Indian toogue,

And fittest to have sung at Persian feasts),
Yet dwelt among us as the sage he was,—
Sageof his days,~ patient and proudly

true ;

Whose word was worth the world, whose heart
pure,
Oh, such a heart was his! no gate or bar;

was

The poorest wret:h that ever passed his door
Welcome as highest king or feirest friend.”

BIRD-BOLTS:
Shots on the Wing. By Francis
Tiffany.
18mo, cloth.
pp. 180.
ton :
George H. Ellis, 1882, Poe: 75 cents.

This genius, in one point of view so solitary; but in another so universal and social, soon

These essays, at least some of them, are. reprinted from the columns of the Boston Her-

cord became a place of pilgrimage, as it bas re-

ald.

They

are over

thirty in

number,

and

discuss in a brief, pointed, and occasionally
brilliant style; such topics as: The Chinese.

Question ; The Educated Fleas; Were our Ancestors Fools? The New Gospel of Color;

Victore’s Virtues; The Alarming Increase of
Poodles; TLanksgiving Day; Enlarging One’s

Horizon; and The Ugliness of the Individual.
Many birds ure ‘“ hit” by these bolts, and the
reader enjoys the sport as an interested eyewitness."

made itself felt as an attractive force, and Con- ___
mained for so many years since.
dore Parker left Divinity

ed For, and How

containing

a Farthing became

Cara For--

tune. By Mrs. C, E. Bowen, author of
‘¢ Jack the Coifiquerot,” ¢ Peter’s Pound and
Paul’s Peony.” New York:
& Brothers, -530 Broadway,
. Pp. 308. Price,50 cents.

This book,

well printed

and illustrated, is

an instructive and interesting

dren.

Robert Carter
1882, 12 mo. ,

volume for chil-,

It teaches them to remember to Whom

they owe all the blessings with which they are
surrounded, and that He is equally the Guar

dian of all, whether young or old, rich or poor.
He cared for the young orphans whose history
is related in this story. The chapters of this
part of the volume are, The arrival in England;
The flight from the ship; Adventuresby the
way; Life in a gipsy camp; and The promised

home,

{

ne

The second story in the book, “ How a Far.
thing made a Fortune”, teaches how boys, by

| God’s blessing on

their industry, honesty,

and good conduct, ¢an rise in the world.
The book is an

excellent one for children,

either in the house or the Sunday school.
—

A"Novel.

By

Constance

Fenimore

Woolton, . Illustrated by C. S. Relnhardt.
New York: Harper &
Brothers, Franklin
Square.

“12mo. pp. 540.

Price $1.25.

This novel is of the better sort. : It does

not

Cambridge,

‘pits, he fixed his hopes on Concord asa parish,
chiefly because Emerson was

living

there.

It

is said that he might have been called as a colleague for Dr. Ripley, if it bad not been thought
his sermons were too learned for the Christians
of the Nine-Acre Corner and other outlying

hamlets of the town. ' In 1837-38, Mr. Alcott
began to visit Mr. Emerson in Concord, and
in 1840 he went there to live.

THE ORPHAN WANDERERS;

When Theo-

Hall, at

in 1836, and began to preach in Unitarian pul-

ler and

dan esti- | ANNE.

‘I think as much,” echoed Sumuel,fol- |. is not strong enough

lowing after to push his way into the
group.
What, that old thing again!

may

some instrument, for many are charmed

can

up, and

clung to him all his

His biographer says that this

upon FunuMmueuLsl

50, Fin gih. ELBE

to be loved, and my advice to you

constitutional melancholy

anon into

The’ characters

sist of an American gentleman

of

previously filled pastorates in Fall River, Cambridgeport, and Baltimore, and was, at the

A % a

artist and

camp of fierce brigands.

of the

which Dr, Channing was once pastor.

vg

The scenes of this tale are laid in Rome 4p
other parts of Italy, and takes
its readers go.
into the studio of the

WRESTLING. AND ““WAITING. “Sermons. By
John F. W. Ware. 8vo. pp. 340. Boston:
George H, Ellis, 1882. Price $1.50.
Mr: Ware was for some

Round-Robi

)
ton: James R. ni
d

got all the whippings, while you made off

I have heard young men, in speaking of
retorted Mrs. John, standing up as tall | Miss Miranda, striding off, not deigning
ed relative was not particularly lively,
|their lady acquaintances,
Oh! they look
as she possibly could.
‘And yom to see if he followed, ‘they won't grow: well, but they don't ‘know anything.”
and, really, Miss Miranda's chance apneedn’t trouble yourself to send Samuel much, that's all I've got to say.”
peared worthless.
There is no necessity for such a state of
after it, that's all!”
The little wife” and Matilda did seem things ; books are cheap and accessible.
+ * I'm not much afraid of her,” reflected
And there they were.in a quarrel, the to be on speaking terms; for there they
Mrs. John comfortably, ‘she’s too far off.
If you labor all day in shop or post-office
v
both stood at the end of the‘* cabinet” in
Now, if John don’t give in to their ab- first thing!
or city house, still at odd intervals you
“I'm sure I don’t know how it happen- the old garret, when John and his cousin
surd claims, I'm all right.”
. ed,” said little Mrs. John, that night, appeared up the steep, crooked stairs. can gather up an education and contend
But John had forgotten all about it;
‘with no greater difficulties than did our
coming home from the committee meet- Mrs. Sarah turned with a bright little
besides, having washed his hands of it,
greatest men,— Selected,
and promised not to meddle, he didn’t ing, where she had entered dispiritedly in- smile to her husband, while Matilda's
to all the plans, not gaining much credit hand, which was nervously working up
ADVICE TO YOUNG GIRLS.
propose to alter his mind, but to ge his
for herself or her ‘‘ department,” and she and down the old scratched top of the
Girls,
don’t allow motherto darn your
own ways regardless of * cabinets” and
flung herself down on the lounge, and ancient piece of furniture, was suddenly ‘stockings, attend to this simple duty
everything else involving a family disburst into .a torrent of sobs, and a dropped to the side of the big figure, that yourself. Fine darning is really an acpute.
.
so
recitalof her woes to her sympathizing stiffened up in its most approved battle complishment. Take the care of. your
So every thing went on smoothly for husband. ¢¢ Oh, dear! I wish Fd never attitude.
;
:
entire wardrobe as faras possible. Don’t
two weeks. ' Although trembling every heard of a cabinet—I do!”
“ And so,” said Miss Miranda, panting let a button be off your shoes a minute
day over the expected intelligence that
Mr. Powers didn’ say, “I told you up the last stair, * you didn’t expect me. longer than is necessary. It: takes just
Matilda was to carry her threat into ex- 80,” being a-man, but he ached to, all the
You've all things fixed nicely, I see, about a minute to sew one on, and how
ecution, and the * cabinet,” re-antiquatsame.
Matilda.”
:
much better a foot looks in a trimly buted, was to stand a perfect Mordeear in
Don’t you want one, Sarah ?” he ask*“
We
have,”
said
Matilda,drawing
her- toned boot than it does "in a lop-sided a
Mrs. Samuel’s best room, to be displayed ed, bending over her tenderly, and strokself up so suddenly that her head barely fair, with half the bottons off. Every girl
as only she would, for two weeks Mrs. ing her flushed face with his big hand.
escaped
collision with a large beam.
should learn to make the simple articles
John failedto hear a syllable about it.
‘¢ Want one?-~I “hate ‘em! she said, | “ Yes,” said John's wife,hopping gayly of clothing. Make the work a study.
The excitement had apparently all died burying her head deep in the sofa pillow—
up to him like a little bird,it is all fixed, Once get in the habit of looking over
out. A church fair being on the carpet, ‘“ Never say ‘cabinet’ to me, John;
«
Miranda.”
your things, and you will like it wonderthe three sisters-in-law devoted allytheir | don’t, don’t! ” she sobbed, .
“Indeed?” said Miss Miranda, view- fally. You will have the independent
nication between them and their respect-

Book Table.

*¢ No such thing,” laughed Samuel, tryportant for tkis history to state, but the
the preceding
week for just that very
¢ cabinet meeting” was considered over. .ing to shove the draw back. ‘“Well,at any time of his death last year, in his 63rd year.
This volume is a posthymous publication.
place—‘* But at any rate I am. there ; one
The next day, it began to be noised rate, I always waited for you till you'd It contains a fine portraitof Mr. Ware, and an
ought to do her duty, I'm sure, to sustain around the parish that there was trouble got through your whipping, to share the Introduction by the Rev. George L. Chaney,
the. gospel,” and she heaved a long sigh. in the Powers family, for Mrs. Samuel cookies, so you can’t complain, John, who says hat ““ those who knew him will not
find him at his truest in these sermons.” And
:
;
‘“ And I want a curtain; I’m determined Powers had been observed at the commit- Halloa! something sticks.”
“Take care!" said his brother. Teo yet these sermons exhibit fine qualities of mind
j.on that, although Mrs. General Green tee meeting the previous evening te put
and noble traits of character.
They are largely
does say we shan't have any—and now decidedly aside all attempts to speak on late; the old drawer, tender and worn
evangelical in tone, if notin form; and if vot
you know, there's that one of yours—that the part of Mrs. John Powers. And by age gave an ominous crack down the quickening to the conscience, they are certainly
yellow and red one, you know. that you to give color to this report, which was back,—and out tumbled a bit of paper, full of stimulus to religious faith and aspiratook down last spring from your dining vouched for on no less authority than yellow and crumpled by its Jong confine- tion. They show a sympathetic humanity and
‘are fraught with many of the higher influences
room—well, if you're willing, I thought Mrs. General Green, neither of the ladies ment where it had caught.
“ What's that?" exclaimed John, over that inspire and make men better. The chief
I'd ask you—it’s all for’ the Lord, you
in question was at the church that mornthing we miss is what would be gained by a
know,” she added, 1mixXibg up religion and ing, and the stage was seen to stop at his brother’s shoulder.
clearer vision of Jesus as the apostles underbusiness hurriedly as she thought she saw Mr. John Powers's house, and deposit
“ Some old love-letter, probably,” said stood him.- The style of these sermons is sima gathering shade on her sister-in-law’s Miss Miranda Powers, fresh from Boston Samuel, carelessly. ¢¢ Here ;-toss it back.” ple and clear. They abound in" special pas-.
** I give and"—one end of the bit flop- sages of much-fineness and power.
face.
3
:
with her war attitude on, and evidently
pedover and disclosed these words. As
On the contrary, a smile broke out, and prepared to do battle with somebody!
a cheerful voice uttered, ¢ Of course, of Two circumstances that proved beyond
quick as a flash, John spread the whole GRAY. By Edmund W. Gosse. New York:
Harper & Brothers, Publishers, Franklin
course, I'm delighted to help—=I'll tun up doubt the report to "have been no idle out straight and plain on the top of the
Square, 1882. 12mo. pp.
223. Price; T5
cents.
hed
and get it now.”
one!
~ cabinet, and read in a clear voice: * [
This is one ofthe *“ English Men of Letters”
Oh, no consequence about it just now,”
“I should like to know,” said Miss give and bequeath, and I desire my heirs
said Mrs. Matilda, getting up, and draw- Miranda, going in to her cousin's house, to see that my wishes are carried out, this series, edited by John Morley.
Thomas Gray was born Dec. 26th;.1716. His
ing the shawl around her. ¢‘Samue!
where he sat alone quietly writing by the. sideboard with ‘all that appertains, to boyhood had many sorrows. At the
will stop for it on his way to sup- table, and plunging at once into business, Joanna,;my much-beloved cousin, on my thirteen he was a precocious and not age of
very
per.”
as was her way, ‘if anybody's got- iy mother’s side, as a momento of respect healthy young gentleman. He was sent to
Eton about 1727. Here
¢ And isn’t that funny,” said Mrs. John, letters that T've written to you and Sam- and affection.
Jonx B. POWERS.”
Horace
Walpole,
drawing up her little figure against her uel and your wives lately P”
"¢* Je-ru-salem !” said John Powers, and then a smart boy of ten, became acquainted
with-him, and their friendship continued for
sister-in-law’s big one—and laughing,
‘t There were some letters came,” said the absurdity of the whole thng completely forty years,
Gray was-a shy und studious lad,
‘but I've got something I want to borrow John, looking up. « Glad Jto see jyou, overcame him,and his head sank down a
scholar and a moralist. He went from Eton
of you; you've come justin the nick, of Miranda—but
we've
been dreadfully on the top of the * cabinet,” no longer to Cambridge, where his loving and self-sacritime. Tildy,” she said affectionately busy—we've got a fair going on 8 matter of strife, while the clamor ficing mother supported him, a devotion which
Gray returned with passionate attachment. A
drawing her arm through her own.
over there ;”. and John pointed with his went on around him.
that happens just right, we’ll exchange.”
« Yes, we will,” laughed Sarak; *‘well}

. The Std IY shal have strewn.

miles

~L_don’t know

“Whatis it?” said Matilda, ** Then

_* To save your brother dying,

going up to it,and it’s such an old thing to
make a fuss over, too. Why, I haven't
looked into it for years,—here's
the

convulsively clinging
they’ve put me on

they should, for I've got so much to do at
home, that I don’t see how I ean spend
the time,” said Mrs. Matilda, who had
been nearly killing herself in manceuvres

‘We fill our barns to bursting,

before this idea got inte her hecad,. that’s
all I ask.”
;
“Oh, John!” cried the little ‘woman,

Elizabeth

Peabody,

Margaret Fulcoadjutors of Mr.

Alcott in his Boston school, had already found

their way to Concord, where Margaret at intervals resided, or came

and went in ber sibylline

way. ' Ellery Channing, one of the nephews
of Dr. Channing, the divine, took his bride, a
sister of Margaret Fuller, to Concord in 1841;
and

Hawthorne

removed

marriage with Miss
in 1842.

thither,

Peabody’s

After noticing what

upon

his

sister Sophia,
went

on

about

him for.a few years, in his seclusion at the
Old Manse, Hawthorne thus
attraction at Concord, in 1845:

It was necessa

described the

to go but a little way

be-

yond my threshold before meeting
with stranger moral shapes of men than might have been
encountered elsewhere in a circuit of u thou-

sand

b lood

miles.’ "These

were attracted
spreading
influence of
3

bins of flesh and

hither by
t ori

the

Who0 had his oorimiy Abc oy causing

tremity of our village: His mind.
other
minds of a certain
wonderful magnetism, and drew

wide-

‘thinker,

ite

ex-

‘upon

tion with

any men
upon long pilgrimages to speak ‘with him face

to face. = Young visionaries,to whom just so
much of insight had been imparted us to make
life a labyrinth around them, came to seek the
clew that should guide them out of their selfinvolved ‘bewilderment.
Gray-headed theolates wwiiose systems, at first air, band finally
them] in an iron framework, travelmpriso
ed painfiilly to his door, not to ask deliver ~
ance, but to invite the free spirit into their
own thralldom, People that hud lighted on a
new thought, or a” thought that they fancied

attempt to engage the reader by stilted and |
new, came to Emerson,
the finder of a glitexciting charadters and scenes. The narrative tering gem hastens to a aslapidary
to ascertain
18 of sweet simplicity, written with skill as to its qua ty and value.
the portrayal of characters and description of
The picture here painted still continued to be
scenery, and teaching a wise and good lesson,
true until long after the death of Thoreau;
The illustrations, twenty-eight in number, are
admirable, and give additional interest to the

text.
;
. Anne, as girl and woman, is a. personage of
peculiar. interest. The story holds its charm to

the close, and th® reader rises from the perusal

with stronger purpose to make

of life's discipline,

the

very

best

and the attraction was increased at times by
the presence in the Village of Hawthorne himself,

of Alcott, ahd of others who made Coricord their
home or their

haunt.

Thoreau

also wus

re-

sorted to by "pilgrims, who came sometimes
from long distances and at long intervals,to
see and talk with him.—F. B. Sanborn's
“Thoreau”

i
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. QUEEN

ESTHER.

and so definite an ideaof the pomp and
majesty of the old Persian empire as does

The

graphie and spirited style.
the

feasting,

prolonged

most

the king's

matchthe

liberality,

the

concomitants,

that beautiful and gifted being whose
story fills out the rest of the book, the
;

Jewish Hadassah.

It was during the palmy days, the gold-

en prime,of the Persian’ empire, probably

that the

‘aware

We are

about 460 B. C.

name:of Ahasaerus is a source

Persian

among
of contradictory : hypotheses
Media
of
king’
last
the
From
critics.

each

Persia,

king of

last

the

down to

monarch of that upited. empire has bad
his sdveeate—~Pwo; however, are best
by the “testimony of Biblical

supported

<cholars, and of these two. Artaxerxes
Longimanus is certainly based on the

Haman

favorite.

Any

wag

wealth,
he was

successful

re-

Cotopaxi,

capnot

Ahasverus

460

forming
to the same rule herself, thusby
solenm bumiliation ~before God gaining

Esther,

that strength which would support her in

So we say that it was about the year
that

Persian

the

Hadassah,

comes upon: the stage in her regal adornments to capture the bold heart of the
bearded despot, who was first her master
and then her slave.

her heroic act of faith and

noble,

“heroic

when. in

her

love.

womanly

Her proudest dower in a worldly point
her

great

beauty.

Fairer

than Vashti herself whose loveliness
in-

toxicated the great king beyond the pow-er.of wine, was the young Hebrew

or-

weakness

she

phan, with her dark braids and her flashing eyes. . Within all that broad realm
and after a three year's search, there
were fonnd none to vie with her.
Proud
and commanding must have been the
charms of her who won the heart of the

gue,

kingly despot within whose

realm

were

congregated so many races, and whose
imperial harem held four hundred of the
lovliest of eastern women. Only through
that pre-eminent Jewish beauty that was
hers could Esther have won her place.

" Some have blamed Esther for permitting herself to become the ‘wife of an

to

his

yours,

Calhoun?”

Lord

Stratford de Redclyffe had grown gray in
diplomacy, and in dealing with questions
relating to foreign nations. He could,
without doubt, have given the history of
every despicable occupant of the throne
of Turkey for the last fifty years, and
could-bave teld of every intrigue of the
miserable court
and
cabinet
wretched country.
He could

enjoying

the

use

of

of life before they

be invented

by

western

nations.

the

Royal

Irish

were

also

Chinese

Academy,

far

science of astronomy,

pated some

three

of the

hundred

and bear

great

that

had

been

discovered

all

by western

scientists. The Emperor was so impressed
with what he heard that he commissioned

the

Jesuits

to farnish

him

with

that

Mr.

Dreyer

new

in

his

dif-

ferent

dif-

that

these

old

contrivances,

of that
probably

have repeated the name of every princeling in Germany.
But he did not know
what had -become of his contemporary,
Calhoun.
_.
=
gs
This little anecdote carries with it a

was,

the

wildest

An

extreme product of civilization and of
modern culture, he was yet as untouched
by the worldly and commercial spirit of
his age and country as any red man that
ever haunted the shores of his native
stream. He put the wholeof Nature between himself and his fellows. A man of
the strongest local. attachments—not the
least nomadic, seldom wandering beyond”
his native township,” yet his spirit was as

in his pnranits and tagates. butin his hopes

and imaginings®- He says te his friend

¢« Hold fast your most ‘indefinite waking
dream.” Emerson says his life was an at-

the

universal--he

for that—but

was

no

simply

the

whet-stanes

B.,

For the excess over one hun-

public.

and

for the

not

patronize

Obituaries must be brief
that

Star, it is expected

the

cash

Cates.—Died of consumption, in Bangor,
Me., June 27, Cordélia Stinson, wife of Wm.
H. Cates, aged 59 years. She professed faith in
Christ in early youth and was a shining con-

vert.

Rev. John Rines

She was baptized by

5
reveived to the 1st F.
B. church in Mon* | rae, Me,, where she maintained faithful mem-

bership until her removal

with her husband

to Bangor.
There at its re-organization she
united by letter with the 1st Bangor F. B.
church, of which she remained a worthy mem-

bér until calledup higher to meet a large cir-

or jack-

knives.
Thoreau was French on one side and
Puritan on the other.
It was the wild ’
untamable French core in him—a dash of

Hardy.—David Hardy died in Hopkinton,
N. H., June 18, aged 88 years, 3- months.
He
was born in Stoddard, N. H., and was the
fourth of a -family of twelve children. Since
he was eleven years of age, he has resided in
Hopkinton.
He was an earnest, energetic and
industrious farmer till seventy-five years of
age. He was the last of the. soldiers of Hopkinton of the war of 1812. In October 1832,
he professed a ‘hope in Christ, and; together

with bis companion
Arthur Caverfio, and

22.

Second, Oct.
r, 3, 1882.
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children, their ages being as follows: Alice, 8
ears; Charley, years; fmma,6 ears; John,
Alice and Em:
J
|- maFears.
fortycame out all Hight, but Charley passed result
The
worms.
sixty
about
Johnny
and
five
showin
g that I spent two days
‘Was 80 gra
e
ing the wonderful effect of your Vermifugon
around Utica, and now have the worms

der.. It would seem from a paper read by
| Mr.J. Dreyer, in the December number
of

ns,

The - courses

Of these we may mention the magnetic
needle, the printing press, and gunpow-

paper calls attention.
Photographs have
lately been obtained of them.
They show

civilized man

life in

what ever becamie of that young war
of

came'to

adding to the shyness of the hermit and
woodsman the wildness of the poet, and
to the wildness of the poet the greater

Washington, he said, ‘‘ And, by the way,

minister

Chinese were

many conveniences

old instruments

Thoreau

and more widely known as Lord Stratford
de Redclyffe. Some years ago, this gentleman met in London a well-known American clergyman, and referring,in the

course of conversation,

ous

But the most

through

.Hu

Calendar.

CHINESE ASTRONOMERS.
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ly
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pe
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consists of the mountain itself, a hundred

streams

ORTHWOOD

wrote myself !”— Youth’s Companion.

THOREAU.

the British minister at Washington was
Mr. Stratford Canning, afterwards better

lonian jeweler could make for her.
of view was

With a sort of grim humor, he said, “I

interesting part of the view is that which

lava

N
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course
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READ.

: GENTS :—~About nine years
Tr
ead.
an
‘her could not tell what alles
if he did not think it
However, this did
He said no.
Im
satisfy me,
mind that she

of life have

instruments for his conservatory; and the
old ones which were thus superseded were
put away and forgotten.
It is to these

as

ENGLISH IGNORANCE OF AMERICA.

had made for her a diadem statelier than
ADY Curppet that Persian artisan or Bab-

struggle

Great,

so noble

never

girl!

in the

done.
;
Thoreau gave them kindly, though sorrowful welcome.
He laid them on his

ferent zones of: the mountains, first snow
and ashes, then forest, lastly luxuriant
cultivation.— Augustus J. C. Hare.

sephus asserts, of a royal family, which than the one where this beautiful, high* may well have been. She belonged to mindéd queen,behind the lattice of her palthe tribe ‘of Benjamin, and her great ace, threw coronet and regal robes aside,
grandfather Kish was probably a de- and for three bitter days wrestled for that
scandant of the earliest of the Hebrew - courage and for that success whigh she de"kings. There was noble blood in the sired to accompany her hazardous underfamily at any rate, and the fact that dertaking. Not in all her royal apparel,
Mordecai was an officer in the great with half the kingdom of Persia at her
king's bousehold vouches for the worldly feet, was Esther so queenly, so worthy of
prosperity of the exiles. The fair Jew- honor. And she is remembered not so
ess herself possessed all the churacter- uch for royalty as for her piety and heistics of her race in perfection. She had roism, and as being the saviour of Israel.
O00
0-0
4-0-4
their beauty, their lofty spirit, their herobeism, their piety. She was a queen
In the peaceful days of Mr. Monroe,
-- fore Ahasuerus crowned her; for nature

+

had failed

one

weird

MOTHERS

calico and leather, back to the old homestead, as so many poor anfortunates who

and eighty miles in circuit, and the being

paused to bend at the throne of grace.
There is no grander scene in all history

Jo-

as

and,

_ Hadassah was a Hebrew,

more

west are distinctly visible.

con-

her friends to fast and pray for her,

identical.

were

Xerxes

and

Cayamba,. or Orizaba, no

the scene, when, from this island

A nobler charaeter is not found in history.

that

tna

ness ard now returned in fine clothing of

Cusa

It contains three small

can wish for anything

We: admirationso much as when she requests

possible

it was

how

see

called

is a perpetual scramble, with a struggle
against the sulphuric vapors which rise
from the earth as the crater is approached. Here ice and fire contend for the
victory, and though Etna may be an insignificant volcano as compared with

With beauty, with heroism, with a keen
are
claims
“Hig
‘perception
and an energetic character,
ts.
argumen
t
stronges
supported, furthermore, by the authority she also had piety. ‘She never wins our

and of Josephus.
of the Septuagint

refuge,

contest with him, and she prevailed. Italian—one looks down into the seethBy the pre-eminence of her intellect as ing abyss of smoke and lava which St.
well as the power of her beauty, she came Gregory declared to be one of the mouths
off conqueror in a struggle in which of hell.
At'the summit the desolation is sumost women would have perished.
She
All vegetation has long ceased.
blinded her foe by her grace, her flat- preme.
tery, her banquets, but when the time There is no sound from beast, bird, or inarrived in which to pluck the sheep’s robe sect; but the view is unspeakably, indefrom her enemy, she was.as bold and re: scribably grand, as peak after peak
lentless as the Amalekite himself cotld catches the morning light except where
have been. When the King inquired the mountain itself casts a great purple
who the enemy was that she feared, she shadow, reaching for a hundred miles
answered, with that enemy glaring upon over the hills and plains of the west of
her with fierce, threatening eyes, ‘That the island. As Etna is the one great
adversary and
enemy
is this wicked mountain of Sicily, there is nothiag anywhere"to intercept the sight, and on-a
Haman.”
%
The young, pious queen saved her peo- clear day the whole island is spread
ple and won a noble reward,
Among around like a map, while the Lipari Isles
the long list of Jewish heroines, the name on the north, Malta on the south, and the
of none stands higher than that of £sther. Aegadian Isles beyond Trepani on the

of

introduction

second

woman did not hesitate to’ enter into a above the three seas—Ionian, African and

and

is an elegant

the

to

preface

spirited

the

English officers.

sistance to such a man would at first
thought have seemed vain.
Yet this

and

magnificent

order.

an arch strategist, he had vast
fierce energy, deep hatred, and

Jewish writer, whoever he ;muy have
been. That first chapter with all its banroyal

Inglese—a house of lava erected by some

was of the highest

scribed in a manner that does credit to
the literary and critical ability of the
voluptuous,

was held forth ? She was a woman, weak
and tender, but her soul was strong. “It

faculty for statesmanship and intrigue,

dedespotic power of the great king, are

quéting,

reach

The intellectual capacity of Esther, her

court,

Tess splendor of that barbaric

death, unless the king's golden scepter

heroine speak nebler ?

the author of the book of Esther. The
‘agnificence of that earthly potentate
who ruled over one hundred and. tweatyseven provinces, and whose. capital was

ot Shushan, is duly set forth in the

wasn

A II

T perish I perish,” she had said to Morde- rooms, with rough furniture, and a stable
An hour's rest here will leave
cai, her cousin, when she undertook the tor mules.
mission of interceding for her nation.| plenty of time for reaching the summit
The last hour's ascent
Lofiy, heroic, pious words; did ever a before sunrise.

historian gives us so good

No pagan

ON I
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Is a special de
eny
atthe
New Hampton
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i
only place in New Engtand where Telegraphy is practically and proper:
ly taught. Young men or ladies desirous of ber
coming Telegraph Operators need look ne
or, _
Expenses reasonable,
Send for partie:
Ss t9

Telegraph Department. New Hampton, N.

Pittsfield, Me.. July 11, 1882

H.

was baptized by Rev.
united with the F. B.

church at Centoocook, of which they were
worthy members for many, years. "He died a

idolater. For our-part we do not see
firm believer in Christ, and in the hope of a
L. M. 8corr.
how she could have helped herself. - The
the gray wolf that stalks through his an - | blessed resurrection.
Culver.—Died in Burlington, Mich., Mar.
Persian monarchs were absolute in their | moral worth drawing, even at tlie éxp nse cestral folk-lore, as in Audubon and the
8, Dewitt C. Culver, aged 55 years, of larynsway, and the maidens were brought of digressing briefly: Calhoun was, in Canadian voyageurs—that made him turn gitis.
Our dear brother in Christ was well
with force to the royal palace.
Resist- the first place, a most remarkable man, with such zest and such genius to aborig- known all through the county and was loved
old’and young. He said to the writer beance was not in their power save by of great intellect power. He moreover Iinatnature ; and it was the Puritan ele by
fore he died, ** I am a poor speaker in church,
.
|
but
I have tried to make up by seeking out
death. But though an idolater, Artaxerx- embodied, typified, and led one of the ment in him—strong, grim, uncompro
speaking kind words to those that needés the First was a humane, generous and great social and political forces in the mising, almost heartless—that held him to edand them.”
“When I was baptized,” he said,
enlightened prince. All the good quali- United States, which, in its conflict with such high, austere, ‘moral and ideal ends Athey wanted me to leave out my wallet, but I
wanted my purse baptized as well.” Aud the
ties of his grandfather, Hystaspes, seem other forces, produced a civil war, lasting His genius was Saxon in its homeliness church
in her great struggle for years under a
affecting

more

or

less

every part of the civilized world. Of the
somest man in all his empire, tall, state- people engaged in that war, and among
ly, dignified, but affable and pleasant- whom Calhoun was a great leader, the
eyed, Artaxerxes was a man upon, whom ablest historian of England in- the eighall the women looked with tenderness, teenth century, Mr. Lecky, has said in his
and there is good reason to believe that last volume, ‘‘ The future destinies and
the Hebrew girl was inspired with pas- greatness of the English race must necsion among the rest. We must ‘not for- essarily rest mainly with the mighty naget that the Persians occupied a different tion which has arisen beyond the Atlanposition towards Israel from the other tic.” Unfortunately, the diplomatist in his
monarchies with ‘whom

that

nation

had

thought and
Englishman.

same intolerance for idols,

American Notes,

worshipers of one God.

both were

Aside

from

these facts, the kings of Persia had been

from the first the especial protectors of
the Jewish race. Cyrus, the first of his

. line, was the generous liberator and

just guardian of gheir

rights,

the

and an

inspired prophet recognized in him ‘‘ a
shepherd”‘of the Lord, an ¢ anointed”

king. ‘Surely, it could not have been
such & monstrous crime for a prominent

-Jewess
to marry the great grandson of
the monarch whom Isaiah praised so
‘meritorionsly.

=

ignorance, and not the historian with his

dealings, The two people held many
similar religious beliefs. Both bad the:

.

Bret

Esther's high spirit and heroism have
never been surpassed. She led, indeed,
no battalions to battle, but-all

the

same

she risked her life for a people.
‘comes easily to the soldier on the
field. The excitement of the hour,
blood following in lava streams

Death
battlethe hot
to and

from the heart, robs the King

knowledge, is the typical
In the days of Dickens's
Americans

wolitd

have’

been annoyed by such a remark as that
made by Lord Stratford de Redclyffe.
Now they are amused. But «it is worth
the while of Englishmen to take the little
anecdote

on

another

side,

and

inquire

whether ignorance of America, usually
accompanied by arrogance, has paid in
the long run.’ Ignorance of America

and sincerity, in its directness
and

scorn

and

hirsuteness,.

are

more

French.—

The Century.
S-O

0b

THE WORRIES OF AUTHORSHIP.
There are many

and among

the

disappointments

saddest

is

that

in life »

of the

author who finds no market
for the prodThis misfortune has
ucts of his brain.

befallen some of the brightest of intellects.
The coinage of their brains, stamped with
has found no currency during the

goRiug, has f

author t) generation,

“ Paradise Lost” brought

John Milton

only a paltry five pounds—about

twenty-

five dollars of our money.
Wordsworth once told Matthew Arneld
that for many years ‘‘ his poetry had
never brought him in enough to buy his
shoestrings.”
“Uncle, Tom’s Cabin,” which has a

1782, gavea lasting shock to her naval | into many languages, went begging from
reputation in 1812, and carried her com- publisher to publisher, before one recogmissioners to Washington in 1872, with nized its great merit.
Hawthorne for twenty years continued
an apology on their lips. This willful ig_norance is really worth remedying, for if ‘to be, to use his own words, *‘ the obscur*¢ There
persisted in it may easily ‘prove an even est man of [etters in America.”
more costly luxury to England in the fu- is not munch market for my wares,” he said
But he ranks to-day
at another time.
ture.— August Atlantic.
| among American classics.
*+O-vv
Thoreau is another example.
A thou| «+. AT THE TOP OF MT. ETNA,
sand copies of his *‘ A Week on the Con-

The ascent, only possible

in _.the sum-

cord and Merrimac Rivers” were struck oft

mer, is usually made from Nicolosi, and by his publisher. After a year or so, the
‘of hall his strength. But the woman 'ag the general desire is to be at the anthor received word that his work would
faced death in col blood and with a summit
mountain for sun- | not sell, and that seven hundred and six
of the
frame weakened by the long days of rise, most travelers leave the village coples were occupying cellar-room want.
* fasting. Did her. brave heart shrink at about seven,in the evening. Two
"Accordingly they
ed ..for other use.
when she etood where no earthly foot hours bring them to the Casa del Bosco, were transported from Boston to Concord.
could

stand

unasked . without

fear

of

where they rest half an

hour,

and

then

testify to-day,

many

a_poor

that the brother’s

of rhetoric, but that revolutionary cry o f'| purse was at the” Lord’s service. The great
love of thé church and the great respect of’ the
his, and that sort of restrained ferocity community
were seen in the deep sorrow and

brought England to her knees in Paris in | world-wide fame, and has been translated

of Terror

heavy debt knows full well, and

family can

The work had gone forth .in it8

Baked)

tear-stained faces. Through a long year’s suffering, it seemed as if all the neighbors vied
with each other in acts of kindness toward the
family.
His wife, the daughter of one of our
old ministers—the Rev. William Ellwood—is
bearing her loss with a sad heart, but with a
bright hope of'a glorious reunion in the better
| land. The funeral was very largely attended
at the I. B. church.
The s2rmon was by the
‘pastor, assisted by other ministers. Subject—
y he Dying Christian's Hope.
R. MARTIN.
Spohn.~1In Columbia, N. Y.. May 6, Nickolas Spohn departed this life aged 80 years.
He was for nearly 60 years a consistent member of the F'. Baptist church.
He has left an
only daughter to mourn his loss. A. HOUSE.
Putnam.— Died in Bethany. N. Y., July 21,
Mrs. Betsey Lord, wife of Bro. Myron Put.
nam, aged 64 years. Sister Putnam was a
worthy member of the Bethany church, and
highly esteemed by all who knew her. A husban d and daughter greatly mourn their loss.

Com.

QUIPS AND ORANKS.
Ex-Secretary Evarts once dined an old sage upon roast
tion had
a goose

goose stuffed with sage.
When the collabeen done for Mc. Evarts said, ** We had
stuffed with sage, now we have a sage

stuffed with .goose.”
passed it., *
3

He then took

the cake and

is a- bad thing, but Dr. Pierce’s ‘‘ Favorite Prescription ” deserves its name. It is a certain cure
maladies and

weaknesses which

stbiteer the lives of 80 many women. Of Drug‘gists.
“I wish you would payalitile attention to what
I am saying, sir!” roared a lawyer at an exasperating ‘witaess. “Iam paying as little as I can,”
pn
was the calm reply.
;
Wheat Bitters. The best blood, brain and nerve
food in existance. It is a scientific preparation
which will do all that 18 claimed

for it,

Josh Billings says: * Thar is advice ehopgh now
laying around
loose to run three just such worlds
as this; what we are
good examples”
Care-worn

persons,

suffering
students,

for most
weak

and

is sum
over-

worked mothers will flnd in Brown’s Iron Bitters

a complete tonic, which gives strength and tone to

the whole system,
Man’s
Bulwer.

strength is

in his

CHICACO, ROCK

ISLAND & PACIFIC RY,

Being the Creat Central Line, affords to travelers,by reason of its unrivaled geo-

graphical position, the shortest and best route between the East, Northeast and
oe
Scutheast, and the West, Northwest and Southwest.
It is literally and strictly true, that its connections are all of the principal lines
of road between thé Atlantic and the Pa cific.
By its main line and branches it reaches Chicago, Joliet, Peoria, Ottawa,
La Salle, Geneseo, Moline and Rock Is land, in illinois; Davenport, Muscatine,
~ sAWashihgton, Keokuk, Knoxville, Oskaloosa, Fairfield, Des Moines, West Liberty,
lowa City, Atlantic, Avoca, Audubon, Harlan, Guthrie Center and Council Bluffs,
in lowa ; Qallatin, Trenton, Cameron a nd Kansas City, in Missouri, and Leaven=
worth and Atchison in Kansas, and the hundreds of cities, villages and towns
intermediate. The
-

“GREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,>
As it is familiarly called, offers to travelers all the advantages and comforts
points,

FAVORITISM
for those painful

-

four years, and

han,

”~

Besides,

The

Sd

him.

Rc——

to

N=

descended

So

have

Se

to

Esther may have lowed him.

svar with

obstacles.—

Incident toa smooth

track, safe bridges, Union Depots

Fast Express Trains, composed

of COMMODIOUS,

at all connecting

WELL

VENTILATED,

WELL

ST.

PAUL,

HEATED, FINELY UPHOLSTERED and ELEGANT DAY COACHES ; a line of the
MOST MACNIFICENT HORTON RECLINI NG CHAIR CARS ever built; PULLMAN'S
latest designed and handsomest PALACE SLEEPING CARS, and DINING CARS
that are acknowledged by press and people to be the FINEST RUN UPON ANY
ROAD IN THE COUNTRY, and in which superior meals are served to travelers at the low rate of SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS EACH.
| THREE: TRAINS each way between CHICAGO and the MISSOURI RIVER.
TWO

TRAINS

via the famous

each

way between

CHICACO

and

L EA

ALBERT

MINNEAPOLIS

and

ROUTE.

January |, 1882, a new line will be opened, via Seneca and Kankakee, between
Newport News, Richmond, Cincinnati, | ndianapolis and La Fayette, and Council

Bluffs, St. Paul, Minneapolis and intermediate points.
{All Through Passengers carried on Fast Express Trains.
us
For more detailed information, see Maps and Folders, which may be obtained,or of
Canada,
well as Tickets, at all principal Ticket Offices in the United States and

he
Gen'l T'k't & Pass'r Ag'te

E. ST. JOHN,

R. R. CABLE,
Vice-Pres't & Cen'l Manager,

>

CHICACO.

.
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- TUESDAY,
AUG.
S.——A
disastrous
swept over that portion of Gardiner, Me

fire
Jas

by

Tl

Si

.

=;

are will exceed $200,-1°

000.~. —_~The Ee ; + Golddust”
was ‘blown
>
D
up and burned to the water's edge n ear Hickman, Ky.. yesterday. Seventeen persons were
killed and forty-seven wounded.——Monday’s-{
i

Lends

by

a large

lightning was

ver

>

THIS AND THAT.

*

A thief, who was arrested in New

week,

upon

being

asked

his

that he was a ** pocket miner.”
he

ZeA1TY Eonlw

Hood's Sartapartla

4
Is designed Jo. maet the ig

Better be without shoes than sit with wet feet.
Children, if

system SIT Hits OXUCLY he spotlike}

;
© iation of London.
!
p
As soon as you are up, shake blanket and sheet; | their
healthy, are active, not still;

York,

occupation;

The following simple rules are published for
general circulation by the Ladies’ Sanitary Asso-

:

Son

Le

-

To

I

last

| umns of this

body

through

in atwelidapee
tment, 32;

a total list of 403 students

t

be

made tight:

g

divided as follows: college deGarments must never be made
tight;
reparatory, 54; theological, 15; | Homes will be healt
ifhy
airy and light.

A SIGNIFICANT TOAST —An

ihy

av)

Portion of New Eogland dur-

:

i

Wher

Jost open the Windows Dore ou go out;

Iphis

er

ver Zou a

éep your room

Eniladelpiis,

always tidy and

fk Sure:

Let dust on
farniture ever be seen.
gree of Doctor of Sciences by the University | Much illness theis caused
by the want of pure air:
of France. i He 1s the first A merigan; Jud,

ing the thunder storm of Tuesday night.

mortal

And

iiss,

A

|

:

I

1
upup byDy a Pre- |
OSCAR CRATEG Blown

Quarry DESTRUCTIO
of Nan EYE
—Its Subsequent Removal

by a

sii ey big
pe

p

i

iF

!

Mr. Oscar Cralgg was fereman in a cement |

Tey

what-more

at gosendale,

explosion one

mribig ang Sua) shah Hyer and kidney Siseasen!

Se

r.

day

Vigiss Coy =», 5

in the quarry

By i

Avg, Wome M1, Ker Soniihed
the
FETA
jureher meviewiog he

Ueed, the

first man

Dr.

each Government, said pursuit to cease when- | w
ever gis tiall is lost.
mn
F RIDAY y; p Aus,

ar

Cb

De

aaa

smell

. 1L= o = 3v. Het souciad 5 us
tear of the. volume
ave occurred in Wisconsin, | hands.

bel opi

and the suburbs of Chicago.——There have been

101 business failures {iaghau
during the past seven days: _:

the country
3
:
SATURDAY, AUG. 12.——The Concord School
|
of Philosophy closed its term: this forenoon
un- |
circumsta
nces.—
—Presiden
t
der satisfactory circumsta
Rraior Le
Arthur has consented to become arb

tween Mexico and Guatemalain the settlement
of the boundary question, in the event of both

Governments desiring him to get.
MONDAY, AUG. i¢--There Wie a $1000
“fig
if

for the

while

The announcement

Sominuy for next
will be no Junior
i
for the Middle

ill

in the

of Andover

recei

ro

Xerxes could walk full many

va
a league :
passenger's | Your
health is your wealth, which wisdom
must
keep ®
3
:
wart,

Theological

year bas apbeated, There
Class and no instruction

Class,

The

reap.

:

-

ouly instruction

8, 1878.

F. NS RISSuaR, BR
son’s
Botanic
Cough

—Dear Sir:
Balsam seems

So

what

you can

to fave the other.”

of Bowdoin College

in Denver,
there no this
happine
i
? Aye,strings,
Gud)
yesterday with M. Duclerc as | Col., are
There || hasButgo iscontrived
harp ss
of ona earth
thousand
forming an Associ iation.
tio
President of the Council and Minister of For- | are Severalabout
ih that city as well as in the larger | that upon it the harmonies of heaven may be
eign ‘Affairs.——It is reported that Arabi’s | places o
:
.
played.
force near Ismailia consists
:
try was formed

has

twelve

throwing

up

Krupp

of 11,000 men.

guns,

and

He |

is said

intrenchments.—

General

to

be

pe regent, oyclone in the West completely | But the instrument must not be broken.
buildings of

destroyed the

Iowa

College,

Pr Lg

Briefly, Dro]

at | though it cannot play upon itself,“if du the

$

ni

ated AE

Y olseley t has el
is way to
pt.——Anar

Caan

Sir

Grinnell, Iowa, the loss

on
:

being

estimated

on Monday.
THURSDAY, AUG. 10.——Arabi Pacha and.
his adberents are proclaimed rébels by Tarkey. The conference, however, takes no cognizance of the Anglo-Turkish military convention.——Mr. Gladstone states in the House of
pe
Sib
A

to

|

|

|
|

.
i
Commons
that an -indetinite occupation of | pe course in
Egypt by Eogland is not contemplated, and | wil] be enriched chemistry at Jobns Hopkins
next term by increased facilithat the ultimate condition of that Country can
ties at the laboratory.
kk
‘not be settled

by any one power.——The

Lord-

Lieutenant of Ireland informs the Longialjery

Bria) 1 hues wi]

niind;

Sclence and are.

House of Lords agrees to all the fends en $

vas
pa)

i

reasonfor i

ox od Fs y Kent
essity.’ uia

170 * suspects” in Irish prisons.
SATURDAY, AUG. 12.—Turkey

i.»

and when

we see the

pleasure | editor stated
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Bell, in recognition
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e childit
cents a bottle. _

nel of the navy, has been passed by the Senate and signed by the President.
:
The Knit Goods bill, through the adoption of
a little strategy by Mr. Miller, went through
the Senate by a vote of 36 to 15; and the San-

hae
alf pa
millions,
i i
was also passed.
uing Lmenity-Rve 42

On account of the relentless opposition of the

ed

Senators, the bill to reduce the

tax on matches, sugar, steel rails, bank
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te the facts relative to the loss of the * Jeannet
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death of Lieutenant DeLong.
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his side, grasping a scroll, while the right
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